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Staff Report
BREWERS, Ky. — A
Calloway County man died
from a self-inflicted gunshot following an attempted traffic stop
in Marshall County Friday.
Willard C. James, 67, of
Kirksey, shot and killed himself
around 4 p.m. after two
Marshall County Sheriffs
deputies attempted to stop him
on Ky. 402 near Brewers in
order to serve an arrest warrant.
According to a Marshall
County Sheriff's Department
press release, the vehicle
stopped after the deputies turned
on their blue lights. James exited the vehicle and shot himself.
James' body was taken to
Louisville where an autopsy
confirmed that the cause of

See Page 2A
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Orders Sign of Positive Progress Made in War on Terror
from gun
wound

Fortune

mageddon`

Monday, November 12, 2007

Police
warn of
'dusting'
dangers

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The 438th Military Police Company's deployment to Iraq is
the result of positive progress in the war and Major General
Donald Storm says he expects the unit to aid in America's evenalk.teal victory in the conflict.
W' Storm, who is commander of the U.S. Army National Guard
in Kentucky. was one of hundreds of Guard soldiers, family and
supporters who packed Murray High School's gymnasium
Saturday morning for an official send-off rally for the 133 soldiers of the 438th that transferred to Fort Dix, N. J., Sunday.
The soldiers are expected to undergo specialized training for
the next three months before shipping out to Iraq early next year.
Storm gave the crowd a hint of what the unit would be tasked
with in Iraq. He pointed out that the recent troop surge ordered
by President Bush has resulted in more insurgents being captured; creating an increasing need for soldiers trained to operate
prisoner internment camps. The 438th had previously been
tasked with internment duties at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.
"The reason we need this company right now is positive
news." Storm said.
Noting the dangers the unit may face during the approximate
one-year deployment, Storm commended the unit for their willingness to serve.
"We want to thank you for standing out and being part of the
less than one-half of one percent of 300 million people in the
United States of America, that when their country calls, they execute. They stand up," he said. "There is not a lot of debate for
those that participate as soldiers.. The bottom line is that these
soldiers, and all the families represented here today, are defending our freedom against an enemy that is real."
Capt. Jay Todd. commander of the unit, challenged the soldiers to remember what they are fighting for, remember their
training, do their duty and do it well.
"What happens from now on will help define your lives," he
said. "You are familiar now with the great irony of active service; that is the art of waiting around for something exciting to
happen. Therefore, when it comes to deployment, we are excited
and both relieved.
"Al the same time, we are also apprehensive." Todd aildert:„
is that at last we can
Our overwhelming t •
aroimd to this job we

III See Page 2A

Staff Report
Police
Murray
The
Department are waming residents of the dangers of "dusting" after recently noticing an
increase of young people inhaling the contents of aerosol gas
dusters.
Gas dusters are often mistakenly called "canned air" and are
commonly used to clean electronics or computer keyboards.
Many call this act of inhalation
"dusting," according to a release
from MPD.
The inhalation from these gas
dusters can leave the users paralyzed for a few seconds with a
feeling of intoxication. But,

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
Members of 438th Military Police Company Honor Guard present the colors(above) before
fellow soldiers and hundreds of family members and supporters during a pre-deployment
rally Saturday morning at Murray High School. Major General Donald Storm (left photo),
commander of the Kentucky National Guard, speaks during the rally; thanking the soldiers
for their willingness to defend American freedom against a very real and determined enemy.

•See Page 2A
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ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times
Dignitaries, honorees, emergency vehicles, bands, and even
Main
a motorized helicopter replica all made their way down
Street Saturday morning for the annual Murray-Calloway
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County Veteran's Day Parade. The event began at 9 a.m. with
a bell-ringing ceremony noting veterans from the community
who had died over the course of the past year. The parade

was held at 10 a.m, and included recognizing members of the
VFW Post 6291 (left photo) and the combined Murray High
and Calloway marching bands (right).
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FIusiIIvlrautNotice
The Dexter-Almo Heights Water District will be Hushing
hydrants on Wednesday from 9 a rn -4 p m Customers are
advised riot to wash clothes during this time period

Murray Police Department
- A theft was reported to the police department last Monday at
821 am
- A purse was reported stolen at 737 Riley Court at 6 19 p.m.
- A gas drive-off was reported at Pockets at 12th and Chestnut
Streets at 8 45 p m
- Holly Morris, 18, was injured in an accident on Old Salem Road
Tuesday at 2'04 a m when she came around a corner and two
deer were standing in the road She braked and the rear passenger side struck a tree before the vehicle spun around and ran
head on into a tree. Morns was transported to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
• Shots were reported fired on McElrath Road at 4:17 a.m.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department assisted the Murray Police
Department.
- A dryer tire was reported at 1700 Chris Dr. at 4:42 p.m.
- A gas drive-oft was reported at the BP gas station on Main
Street at 8 31 p.m.
- A trailer was reported at V8L Associates Wednesday at 7.37
a.m.
- A hit-and-run was reported in the Spring Creek Health Care
parking lot at 9:36 a m.
- A hit-and-run was reported in the Wal-Mart parking lot at 11:07
am
- Angela Janes, 26, of Mayfield, was arrested at 5.40 p.m. at
Dawahares and charged with theft by unlawful taking under
5300.
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies

Winners
Democrat momentum may challenge McConnell
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — It turned into a long time." Beshear said last
reliable applause line for Steve Beshear on the week.
named at
Yet Beshear knows better than
campaign trail, yet had nothing to do with his own
formidable
how
anyone
for governor,
Fiddle Festival campaign
After promising to defeat Republican incum- McConnell is, having lost a hardTalent, skill and hard work
were evident as musicians from
around the region took top
prizes at the Second Annual
Western
Kentucky
Fiddle
Festival at Lovett Auditonum
this weekend.
Megan Lynch. who took first
in the Junior Fiddler competition, earned the honor of Fiddle
Off Champion after competing
against the winner of the
Beginner Fiddler category
M addle
Denton
of
Murfreesboro, Tenn., and Senior
Fiddler winner, Earl Garner of
Elkhart, Texas. Lynch won her
first national championship at
age 8 and since then has gone on
to win five more national titles,
as well as numerous state titles.
This was Lynch's first time
competing at the Western
Kentucky Fiddle Festival.
Other competitors who left
the festival with cash prizes
include Brandon Shull of
Lancaster, Ohio, who took first
place in the Pee Wee Fiddler
competition for fiddlers age 10
and under. Local guitarist, Kyle
Reeder of Almo, Ky., took top
prize in his category. and
Paducah-native, Bill Parker,
won first in the Old Time Singer
competition.
The fiddle festival attracted
more than 50 top musicians and
bands from Tennessee, Indiana,
Ohio. Texas and Kentucky, and
drew many spectators from the
area.

Photo provided
Lindsay Gerb. executive
director of the Murray
Convention and Viettora
Bureau, left,presents the
Fiddle-Off Champion check
to Megan Lynch.

HOLLY 1/V1:1_,Ledyer arid Times
GETTING A JUMP ON HOLIDAY SHOPPING: Local shopping venues participated in Sunday's Chamber Holiday Open
tidos() by offering sale items in time for Christmas shopping.

according to the release, what
they do not realize is this cleaner is not canned air; it is actually a combination of inert gases
with a propellant, which is a
refrigerant.
These gases are heavier than

bent Ernie Fletcher, Beshear told supporters their
next task would be to pry four-term U.S. Sen.
Mitch McConnell from office next year.
Those fighting words always drew loud cheers
from Democratic crowds.
Buoyed by their strong showing last week, led
by Beshear's lopsided win, rejuvenated
Democrats sense an opportunity to topple
McConnell. Kentucky's Republican kingpin.
"From the polling I've seen, he's certainly
more vulnerable now than he's been in a long,

fought Senate race to him in
1996.
"Obviously, it will be a difficult race because he is the champion of fundraising." said the
governor-elect, adding he expects
McConnel
to be involved in candidate
recruitment.
No Democrat has stepped forward yet to formally challenge McConnell, though a few are
eyeing the race.

From Front
Calloway County JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins also
spoke briefly, thanking the soldiers and their families for their
courage and devotion to duty.
"To the soldiers I want to say
that you're doing an outstanding
job in representing the United
States of America," Elkins said.
"To the families of this Guard
unit, we appreciate your support
and sacnfice. As perhaps never
before in our history have so
few been asked to do so much.
"438th. we're going to miss
you when you are gone."
During the ceremony, the
unit was honored by Murray
Police Chief Ken Claud as honorary members of the local
Fraternal Order of Police. The
unit was also awarded the distinction of being an honorary
Kentucky State Police post by
Capt. William Marks of Post
One in Mayfield.
The 438th will be joined in
the deployment by members of
at least three other military
police units in Iraq.
Whatever the duty they are
;NW
called on to do, Spc. Kevin
•
TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
Kondracki, who-is shipping out
for the first time, stated what his Spc. Kevin Kondracki of the 438th Military Police Company, is
comrades in arms most likely joined by his wife, Tiffany, and daughter, Reese, during a prewere also thinking.
deployment rally at Murray High School Saturday morning.
"I'm ready to go," he said.
Kondracki says he's ready to do his duty: however his family
However, like family mem- is a little apprehensive.
bers of the other soldiers, his
unds. Approximately $700 was
wife. Tiffany, and his daughter. lowing the rally.
Former 438th First Sgt. Ron added Saturday during the rally
Reese, are a little apprehensive
England, who served as master bringing the total to around
about the deployment.
.aervous...but I think 91 craernonies, told the crowd $6,300,
Those wanting to give to the
everything will go all right." that an effort to raise $25,000 to
so at any of the
Tiffany said, as the couple took bring the soldiers back home cause may do
Bank locations.
part in an informal reception fol- front Fort Dix for Christmas has area's Regions
so far raised about $5,500 of the

air and when inhaled they fill
the lungs, keeping out oxygen
and potentially stopping the
heart. "Sudden sniffing death"
is when the user instantly dies
from cardiac arrest while inhaling these gases.
"Dusting- and "huffing" can
also result to damage to the
brain, lungs, heart, kidneys and
liver.
The warning signs of dusting
are not easily detected but here
are some indicators:
- disappearance of the prod-

NOTICE
Dexter-Almo
III
The
Dist.
Heights
Water
will be
monthly meeting
tonight at 6. The meeting will
be held at the District Water
Office located at 351 Almo
Rd.
IN To report a Town Crier
item. call 753-1916.

eyes
uct at a rapid rate
- sores in or around the
-empty cans or containers of
mouth or nose.
chemicals in trash cans
The most important way to
- large stashes of a chemical
p product in the individual's combat the deadly world of
dusting is to realize the dangerroom
- strange smells on or around ous potential of this activity as
well as educating others. ft is
the person
- residue of the product on drug abuse. The release stated
that should you or someone you
the person's clothing or face
'complaints of numbness of love is participating in dusting,
the tongue, vocal chords or seek a drug and alcohol assessment before it is too late.
throat
- dazed looks or bloodshot

death was a single contact bullet
wound to the head, the release
stated. The coroner ruled it to be
self-inflicted.
The warrant to be served on
James was issued on multiple
felony counts after an investigation had been completed earlier
in the week by the Marshall

County Detective Sgt. Matt
Hilbrecht.
Marshall
County
The
Sheriff's Office was assisted by
Marshall County EMS and
Calloway County Sheriff Bill
State
Marcum, Kentucky
Police,
Benton
Police
Department and the Marshall
County Rescue Squad.
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Attacks reach 21-month low in Iraq

Charles B. Stark

BAGHDAD (AP)- Rocket
and mortar attacks in Iraq have
decreased to their lowest levels
in more than 21 months, the
U.S. military said today.
Last month saw 369 "indirect
fire" attacks-the lowest number since February 2006.
October's total was half of what
it was in the same month a year
ago. And it marked the third
month in a row of sharply
reduced insurgent activity, the
military said.
The U.S. command issued
the tallies a day after Iraqi Prime
Minister Noun al-Maliki said
suicide attacks and other bombings in Baghdad also have
dropped dramatically, calling it
an end of sectarian violence.
In the capital, an Iraqi taxi
driver was shot dead by a private
Mrs. Mary Lou Locke
security guard protecting a conMrs. Mary Lou Locke, 77, Slickback Road, Benton, died
voy driving through the city.
Sunday, Nov. II, 2007. at 9:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Iraqi police said this morning.
:Hospital.
Afterward, police searched
Retired from Fisher Price Toys - Assembly, she was a member of
New Zion Baptist Church. Preceding her in death were her husband, the man's taxi and found no
Carol Gene Locke; her parents, Henry Boyd Humphrey and Virchie weapons nor any other evidence
of suspicious activity, said a
Rose Humphrey; two brothers; and six sisters.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Carolyn Locke Darnell police officer from the nearest
and husband, Ted, Murray, Mrs. Sylvia Locke Johnson and hus- station, who spoke on condition
band, Marion, Berea, and Mrs. Ruthie Locke Miller and husband, of anonymity because he was
Phillip, Groom, Texas; five sons, Robert Locke, Calvert City, not authorized to release the
Timothy Locke and wife, Laura, Benton, Mickey Locke and wife, information.
Charlotte, and Dickey Locke and wife. Patty, all of Bristol, Tenn.,
and Tony Locke and wife, Ramona, Crestview, Fla.; 19 grandchildren; II great-grandchildren; niece and best friend, Betty Swift,
Benton. The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m, in the chapel of
Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Brad Hall will officiate. Burial
will follow in the New Zion Cemetery. Visitation will be at the
funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday). Expressions of sympathy may be made to New Zion Cemetery Fund, do Lorretta
Rudolph, 6766 Jackson School Rd., Benton, KY 42025.
Charles B. Stark, 83, Kiitsey Road, Murray, died Sunday Nov.
II, 2007, at 9:20 a.m. at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
Retired owner of Star-Lu Farms, Kirksey, he was
a member of University Church of Christ and was a
Navy veteran a World War II. His wife, Lou Ellen
Adams Stark, died May 16, 2004. Born Sept. I
1924, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late
James B. Stark and Nettie Jones Stark.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Sandra Wilson and husband, Ed, Paducah; one son, Jerry P. Stark and wife, Melisa,
Murray; four grandchildren, Jay Stark and wife. Hannah and Tim
Stark and wife, Emily, all of Murray, Kacey Puricelli and husband,
Micah, Cincinnati, Ohio., and Whitney Jones,Tuscaloosa, Ala.; two
great-grandchildren, Eve Stark and Zak Stark; one brother-in-law,
Joe B. Adams, Hazel.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. John Murdock and Richard Youngblood
will officiate. Special remarks will be by Jay and Tim Stark. Burial
will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be at
the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Monday). Expressions of
sympathy may be made to Hospice, Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.

The convoy did not stop for
the investigation, the officer
said.
Total rocket and mortar
attacks rose steadily from 808 in
January 2007 to a pe,ak of 1,032
in June, before falling over the
next four months, a U.S. military statement said Monday.
That decline also was seen in
Baghdad, where such attacks
rose from 139 in January to 224
in June, and then fell to only 53
attacks in October, it said.
The Iraqi spokesman for a
U.S.-Iraqi push to pacify the
capital said the decline in violence would allow the government to reopen 10 roads later
this month.
"This will help reduce traffic
jams and citizens will feel life
returning to normal," Brig. Gen.
Qassim al-Moussawi told Iraqi
state television.
"We,,are all realizing now that
what Baghdad was seeing every
day-dead bodies in the streets
and morgues - is ebbing
remarkably," al-Maliki told
reporters Sunday at his office in
the U.S.-guarded Green Zone.
"This is an indication that
sectarianism intended as a gate
of evil and fire in Iraq is now

closed," he said.
Associated Press figures
show a sharp drop in the number
of U.S. and Iraqi deaths across
the country in the past few
months. The number of Iraqis
who met violent deaths dropped
from at least 1,023 in September
to at least 905 in October,
according to an AP count.
The number of American
military deaths fell from 65 to at
least 39 over the same period.
Before the arrival of nearly
30,000 U.S. reinforcements this
past spnng, explosions shook
Baghdad daily - sometimes
hourly.
Mortar and rocket fire were
frequent as was the rhythm of
gunfire.
Now the sounds of warfare
are rare. American troops have
set up small outposts in some of
the capital's most dangerous
enclaves.
Locals previously lukewarm
to the presence of U.S. soldiers
patrol alongside them. And a
historic lane on the eastern
banks of the Tigris is set to
reopen later this year, lined with
seafood restaurants and an art
gallery.
Maj. Gen, Rick Lynch, corn-

mander of U.S. forces south of
the capital, said Sunday he
believed the decrease would
hold, because of what he called
a "groundswell" of support from
regular Iraqis.
"If we didn't have so many
people coming forward to help.
I'd think this is a flash in the
pan. But that's just not the case,"
Lynch told a small group ot
reporters over lunch in the
Green Zone.
He attributed the sharp drop
in attacks to the American troop
buildup, the setup of small outposts at the heart of Iraqi communities, and help from thousands of locals fed up with alQaicia and other extremists.
-These people - Sunni and
Shiite - are saying, 'I've had
enough,- Lynch said.
Such local expertise has paid
off for American troops and
their Iraqi counterparts, who
have killed or captured about
3,000 insurgents in the area in
the past year, Lynch said.
Since November 2006, tips
from local citizens have helped
U.S. troops confiscate 2,470
rocket and mortar caches across
Iraq. the U.S. military said.
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Mrs. Leta Gail Hafer, 56, Gilbertsville, died Friday, Nov. 9,
2007, at 11:53 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A deputy clerk for the Marshall County Court House for 30
years. she was a member of Kentucky Lake Ski Nuts, Sight Based
Council for Marshall County High School and of First Missionary
Baptist Church. Preceding her in death were one daughter, Erin Gail
Hafer; one brother, Joe Paul Willie; and her parents, Fred L. Willie
and Atta Belle Coursey Willie.
Survivors include her husband, Paul Hafer, to whom she had
been married for 29 years; one daughter, Jamie Hafer, Lexington;
one son, Toby Hafer, Murray; two brothers, Mike Willie, Memphis,
Tenn., and David Willie, Black Mountain, NC.; several nieces and
nephews; several great-nieces and great-nephews.
The funeral will be Tuesday at II a.m. in the chapel of FilbeckCann & King Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. George Culp and David
Willie will officiate. Burial will follow in the Marshall County
Memory Gardens. Visitation will be at the church from 5 to 8 p.m.
today (Monday).Expressions of sympathy may be made to
American Cancer Society, do Gail Dyke, 1180 Dyke Rd., Benton,
KY 2025 or Lourdes Hospice, P.O. Box 7100,Paducah, KY 420027100.

Mrs. Jewel Verlene Redden
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Mrs. Jewel Verlene Redden, 87, Union Hill Road, Benton, died
Friday, Nov. 9, 2007, at 7:10 a.m. at Britthaven of Benton.
A homemaker, she was a member of Union Hill Church of
Christ.Preceding her in death were her husband, Howard Redden:
her parents, Claude Vick and Ruth Hurt Vick; two brothers, R.W.
Vick and infant; two sisters, Mary Byars and infant.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Vema Redden Brewer and
Mrs. Lame Redden York, and one sister, Mrs. Jean Wood, all of
Benton; five grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren. The funeral
was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home,
Benton. Josh Herndon, Andy Can and Gary Knuckles officiated.
Burial was in the Union Hill Cemetery.
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Fred Norvell Dunnagan
A graveside service was today (Monday), at 11 a.m. at Madieny
Cemetery in the Land Between the Lakes, Ky..Rev. Irvin Darnall
officiated. Goodwin Funeral Home of Cadiz was in charge of
arrangements. Mr. Dunnagan, 71, Peoria, Ariz., died Sunday, Nov.
4, 2007, at 5:55 a.m. in Peoria. One son, Howard Lynn Dunnagan,
preceded him in death. Born Sept. 12, 1936, in Golden Pond, Ky..
he was the son of the late Charles Dulan Dunnagan and Ruby Pearl
Holland Dunnagan. Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Wanda Jo
(Jody) Dunnagan; one son, Ralph Delbert Dunnagan; three daughters, Samantha Fay Dunnagan, Lorne Mae Hudson and Heather
Lynn Dunnagan one sister, Delores Jackson; 10 grandchildren; one
great-grandchild.
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Collections
week for
speci▪ al
program
underway
Right now, all across the
(oiled States caring people are
making their list and checking it twice as they search for
special gifts to go inside shoe
boxes for Operation Christmas
Child. a project of Samaritan's
Purse.
This week. Nov. 12-19, is
National Collection Week, when
more than 2.2(k1 locations,
spanning all 50 states and
staffed by thousands of volunteers, will be open to collect millions of shoe box gifts
for needy and hurting children.
Operation Christmas child
hopes to collect and deliver over
st million personalized gifttilled howe boxes this yearto
children in some 100 countries, suffering from natural
disaste, war, terrorism, disease,
!amine and poverty.
Persons may pick a shoe
box gift by using a empty
shoe box; decide whether for
boy or girl and chhoose any
age category, 2-4, 5-9 or 1014; fill with variety of gifts
such as school supples. toys,
hygiene items, clothes, hard
candy and a personal note to
the child and a family photo;
enclose $7 or more to help cover
shipping and other project costs.
Complete instructions are
available on the Samaritan's
Purse website. Since 1993,
Operation Christmas Child has
hand-delivered more than 54
million shoe box gifts to needy
children in more than 120 countries.
Operation Christmas Child
is a projec to Samaritan's Purse.
an international christiah relief
organization headed by Frnaklin
Grahrtaa. After hlahaaal • Cal-

lectern Week is over, shoe box
gifts may be mailed year-round
to Samaritan's Purse headquarters. 801 Bamboo Rd., Boone,
NC 214607

To find out
what's
happening
‘ip.Am
in your
communitv‘,
read the
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'Breakfast with Santa' planned
by the Sigma Department

Jo's

Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

The Sigma Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will host "Breakfast with
Santa" on Saturday, Dec. 8, from 9:30 to
11:30 a.m. at the Woman's Club House,
The cost is $5 per person and includes
breakfast, picture with Santa, crafts and
games. Advanced tickets can be purchased
from any Sigma member and at Vintage
Rose Emporium and Thornton Tile and
Marble.
This event is to raise money for community projects. For more information or
to obtain tickets, call 752-7684 or any member of the Sigma Department.

Alzheimer's Group to meet

Cindy Ragsdale, L.S.W., will *present a program on "Recognizing Caregiver Survival Skills" at the 22nd anniversary
meeting of the Alzheimer's Disease Education/Support Group
on Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. All interested persons are invited. For
more information call Ragsdale at 762-1278. November is
National Alzheimer's Month.
GREG THAWS/Ledger & Times

BULLY FREE WORKSHOP: The Murray Independent School Distnct held a Bully Free
Workshop recently at Murray Middle School for elementary school, middle school and high
school teams The workshop included a 17-step outline to obtaining a successful program.
Pictured above, is a first grade Lesson Plan Task Team consisting of Lome Booth, Jennifer
Russell. Shannon Chiles, Ashley Neff, Elyssa Koch, Vaneece Alvey and Bethany Clark.

Hunters for the Hungry Makes
an impact on local charities
Thanks to the generosity of
local sportsmen and women.
area processors, and local United Methodist churches several
area food pantries will be receiving venison for distribution to
families in need.
Hunters for the Hungry is
a program of the State Wildlife
Federation in cooperation with
Tennessee
and
Kentucky
Wildlife Resources Agencies.
Through this program hunters
and meat processors provide
properly prepared venison to
food pantries, food banks, soup
kitchens and individual families across the state.
After hunters have met their
family's needs they are encouraged to use one of their deer
tags to make a "doe-nation."
After field dressing the deer.
it is taken to a designated
processor who discounts the
cost of processing, often as
much as 50 percent.
Area
United
Methodist
churches have pledged to raise
money to cover some of the
processing. Hunters for the.Hungry personal distributes the
venison to area feeding programs
Area programs that arc %Lit,

'Service After Sale
'Full Ports Dept

ed to benefit from this program include Murray-Calloway
Need Line, Henry County Food
Pantry and the Damascus Road
Shelter.
Local United Methodist
churches are pan of the larger Memphis Conference of the
United
Methodist Church.
Because the conference line
follows the couture of the rivers.
this area of western Kentucky
is in Memphis Conference.
By special arrangement with
the Kentucky Hunters for the
Hungry, this area is served
through the Tennessee Hunters
for the Hungry as most of the
Meal funding comes from the
United Methodist churches.
Area coordinator. Beverlyann
Jetton, stresses that the differences in state affiliation has
little impact on the services to
families in this area. All money
raised in this area goes to pay
for processing by local processors and the venison is distributed to local families. It
is Local People Helping Local
People in a very real way.
Hunters can donate to
Hunters for the Hungry in several ways:
An entire deer can be donated with the hunter paying the
discounted processing fee I usu-
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ally about $40).
Hunters can donate a pound
or two from their processed
deer land pay the full processing fee)
A limited amount of funding is available at local processors to cover processing fee
not paid by the hunters. Hunters
are urged to call the processor to be sure that funds are
available for processing if they
are unable to pay for the processing.
Hunters purchasing a Tennessee Hunters license have
the opportunity to make a contribution to HETH
Assjder_its_ in Kentucky can
entary—tIonfition
mM`T.
111411 w hen renewing their
vehicle tags.
Area Processors working
with HFTH include: Dowdy's
Processing. Mayfield, R&R processing, Calvert City, Hughes
Market, Paducah. Yoder Brothers Processing, Paris. Tenn.,
Dunlap's
Processing, 365
McClains Rd, Paris. Tenn.
If you are hunting outside
the local area and wish to donate
a deer, log on to:
Kentucky:
www.huntersforthehungry.org
Tennessee: www.tnwl.org

CCHS Council will meet
Calloway County High School Based Decision Making Council will meet Wednesday at 3:45 p.m. in the high school media
center.

East Council will meet
East Elementary School Based Decision Making Council
will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. in the school lounge. All interested persons are invited.

MMS Council will meet
Murray Middle School Based Decision Making Council will
meet Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the media center. Principal Lou
Carter invites all interested citizens.

CCHS Project Graduation plans event
Calloway County High School Project Graduation of 2008
is having a rebate day at Sirloin Stockade today from 11 a.m.
to 9 p.m. Customers are asked to place their receipts in the
CCHS Project Graduation Box.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Bingo planned Tuesday
The Knights of Columbus will sponsor Bingo Tuesday from
6:30 to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray.
Funds from the Bingo help support local, national and international charities. For more information call 293-7061.
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TOPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at
First Christian Church fellowship hall, Ill North Fifth St.
Weigh-in will be from 5 to 5:30. For information call Tracey
at 227-5874.

Murray Singles will meet
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Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at
489-2909 or Mike at 753-9127.

TOPS Chapter will meet
Murray Chapter of TOPS. #616 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 a.m. at First Christian Church, Ill North Fifth St., Murray. Visitors are welcome. For more information call Joyce at
753-908(1 or 227-4625.

Kimbro will be speaker at lAAP

ladiesof theeaks
The Ladies of the Oaks
Country Club will play bridge
on Wednesday at 9:30 am.
Lou Ann Philpot, hostess,
phone 753-6843, will serve as
hostesses. All lady members and
guests are urged to attend.
JoAnne Auer, hostess for
bridge play on Nov. 7. has
announced the winners for play
as Janet Kirk, first place. and
Bronda Parker, seocnd place.
is
Theatres
'DC8 Chesto.d St
NO ONEC/tS

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU NOV.15
moviesinmurraycom
Lions For Lambs
R - 7:20 - 9:30
American Gangster
H - 6:45 - 9:45

Saw 4
R - 7:40 - 9:50
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT & SUN ONLY

Fred Clause
PG - 7:00 - 9:25

Bee Movie
PG - 6:55 - 9:00

30 Days Of Night
R - 7:15 - 9:40
Dan In Real Life
PG13 - 7:25 - 9:35

Justin Kimbro of K-Squared Designs, LLC will be the guest
speaker at the meeting of the Murray Chapter of International Association of Administrative Professionals (IAAP) Tuesday
at 5 p.m. in the conference room at the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce, North 12th Street. All office
professionals and interested persons are invited. For information call Laura Diziekonski at 809-4816.

THEOS group to meet Tuesday
THEOS (They Help Each Other Spiritually) Group, a bereavement support group for persons who have lost their spouses
to death, will meet Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the community room
of Calloway Public Library. For more information call Lillian
Steele at 753-2875, Opal Howard at 753-1998, or Karen Isaacs
at 753-2411.

CCHS Alumni to meet

WFITC14 I
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The Alumni and Associates of Calloway County Schools
will meet Tuesday at 6 p.m. at Pagliai's. Topics for discussion
will include the current fundraiser and Meet the Lakers. All
members are urged to attend. For more information call Laura
Lee Winchester at 227-3441.

DES Rescue Squad has fundraiser
Murray-Calloway County DES Rescue Squad has started its
annual picture fundraiser. Persons are calling on the telephone
and asking for donations and in turn donors will get a free
color WO portrait. All donations should be mailed to the Rescue Squad. P.O. Box 599, Murray, KY 42071. For information
call Ronnie Burkeen. Rescue Chief, at 762-1714 or e-mail
rhurkeen@murray-ky.net.

Relay for Life

plans kickoff meeting

The official kickoff meeting of the American Cancer Society Relay for Life of Calloway County will be today at 5:45
at the Weaks Community Center. This is for all committee
members, team captains and survivors.
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10 years ago
Published is a picture of Kentucky Court of Appeals Judge Rick
Johnson administering the oath of
office to newly-elected State Senator Bob Jackson of Muria), on
Nov 10 at the Murray State University Pogue Library. The photo
was by Staff Photographer Bernard
Kane,
Calloway County Fire Rescue
fought its 11th tobacco barn fire
of the season on Nov. 10 off
Edgehill Trail in the Lynn Grove
area. The barn and two acres of
tobacco destroyed in the fire were
owned by Jim Erwin.
Andy Gene Rickman, son of
Gene and Louise Rickman of Murray, has passed the bar exani and
was sworn in Oct. 24 as one of
Kentucky's newest attorneys. He
Is a graduate of the University of
Louisville Law School.
20 years ago .)
Mummy's Life House Crisis
Pregnancy Center held its third
annual fund-raising banquet at the
Murray State University Corns
Center. Dr. Bob Antis of Cadiz
was the featured speaker. Phil Kilby
is director of the Life House.
Births reported include a girl
to Cindy and Kevin Hutson and
a boy to Donna and Russ Thompson. Nov. 7: a girl to Karen and
Silburn Colson, a boy to Rebecca and David Merrell. a girl to
Judith and Donnie Elliott, a boy
to Elizabeth and Kenneth Carter
and a boy to Angie and Mark
Downing, Nov. 8: a girl to Pamela
and Ricky McClain and a girl to
Ronda and Darren Langston, Nov.
30 years ago
Calloway County School Board
approved the purchase of 7.6 acres
of property adjacent to Calloway
County High School at a cost of
$38,386.50 from Hump Books and
will give the system additional
room for the school bus garage
and athletic facilities. according

to Dr. Jack ROW, superintendent.
The K Mart Corporation and
the Development Group, Inc. has
announced plans to open a K mart
discount department store in the
new shopping center at US 641
North and Highway 121 Bypass.
40 years ago
Dr. Hugh L. Houston, president of Houston-McDevitt Clinic,
Inc., today announced that his
nephew, Dr. Hal Edward Houston
II, will begin his practice of general surgery at the clinic.
Dale Nanny, junior at Murray
High School, placed fourth in the
Kentucky Cross Country Track
Meet held at Bellarmine College,
Louisville. He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Nanny of Murray.
50 years ago
James T. Thompson, 16, of Rt.
3, Hazel, was named as king of
the Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation for 1957 at the meeting
held in Louisville. He is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. James E. Thompson.
In high school basketball games,
Murray Training Colts won 66-62
over Hazel Lions with high scorers being Rogers for Colts and
Curd for Lions; South Marshall
Rebels won 76-52 over Hazel
Lions with high scorers being Mathis for Rebels and Duncan for
Lions.
60 years ago
Called as jurors for this session of Western District Federal
Court at Paducah were Mrs. Maurice F. Crass and Mrs. G.B. Scott
of Paducah, Stafford Curd of Dexter and Keys Futrell of Almo.
In high school basketball games,
Kirksey Eagles won over Almo
Warriors with high scorers being
Hargrove for Eagles and Chaney
for Warriors: Hardin Eagles won
49-43 over Hazel Lions with high
scorers being Hiett for Eagles and
Taylor for Lions.
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By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Nov. 12, the
316th day of 2007. There are 49
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 12, 1942, the World
War II naval Battle of Guadalcanal began. (The Allies ended
up winning a major victory over
the Japanese.)
On this date:
In 1815, American suffragist
Elizabeth Cady Stanton was born
.
in Johnstown, N.Y.
(JP

F3
m. at
th St.
Tracey

In 1927, Josef Stalin became
the undisputed ruler of the Soviet Union as Leon Trotsky was
expelled from the Communist
Party.
In 1948, former Japanese Premier Hideki Tojo and several other
World War II Japanese leaders
were sentenced to death by a war
crimes tribunal.
In 1977. the city of New Orleans
elected its first black mayor, Ernest
"Dutch" Morial, the winner of a
runoff.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I have and you sure do look like a Mild
DEAR ROSEMARY: I'll try.
timutus and have heard that Lipo- in the picture that heads your colReaders, the Los Angeles Times
umn
Flavonoid can help with this. I
recently printed a picture taken
You can still retain your perpurchased a bottle and the recon one of ow California highommended dosage as two capsules sonal identity by being known as
ways of a young woman who
three times a day for ringing in the first Dr. Gott.
was not only driving while tesI know this may sound unreathe cars. This treatment should
ting, but also had her left foot
be taken for sonable now, but as we further .
hanging out of the side winsix months. ourselves in medical science'
dow of her vehicle. Needless
the claim is (thanks to you) and cloning
becomes more available, I strongthat the prodto say, with her eyes glued to
will ly feel you should consider this ;
uct
the screen of her cell phone,
reduce or cure option.
she was not watching the road.
DEAR READER: If you knew
the ringing.
I am truly sorry that five
me better you would realize why
What do you
young girls lost their lives
think of this some doctors would love to drive
because of a driver doing someme out of town. But if I can be
treatment?
and
thing similar. We hear over
DEAR of help, that makes it all worthover again how dangerous it
READER: while.
is to drive with anyone who
As for the clones, I'm not sure
Some forms
is under the influence of alcotimutus that any would become doctors.
of
By
hol or drugs. A person who is
Who is to say just because there to
respond
Dr. Peter Gott Lipo- is this other person or people who
testing is similarly impaired.
When, oh when, will people
Ravonoid. which is safe, and, to are genetically identical to me .
and have a striking similarity in
my knowledge, causes no adverse
finally get the message?
•••
effects. It may take months to work. appearance, they would think, feel
However, many of my readers and act as I do? Unless my childDEAR ABBY: How do you
hood, teenage years and beyond
have written saying the pills
tell the owners of the compawere duplicated perfectly, includworked immediately or within a
ny I work for not to bring
week. Try the medication and let ing values, morals and other lestheir dogs to work?
me know the outcome. Mean- sons taught by my parents, I doubt
These are very big dogs that
while, get checked by an ear- the clones would become anythey
when
clients
bark at the
thing like me. How these clones
nose-and-throat specialist.
peoeaten
come in and have
To give you related informa- (everyone in general. actually) are
Last
ple's lunches off their desks.
tion, I am sending you a copy raised from birth plays a huge
week, there was a big to-do
of my Health Report "Ear Infec- role in what sort of individuals
they become, as well as their
when the dogs ate two cotions and Disorders."
DEAR DR. GOTT: I recent- aspirations, etc. There is no way
workers' lunches. One of them
ly read a letter in your column of "cloning" emotions and valbecame very upset. The ownsuggesting that you be cloned. ues.
ers apologized and promised
So you see, even if I wanted
Although you disagreed with the
the dogs would "take a break"
suggestion. I strongly feel you to be cloned, there is no guaranfor a while. A week later, they
need to reconsider. With all the tee that my clone would have
brought one of the dogs back.
horrifying news of misdiagnosis. anything in common with me
How do you get the ownbesides. I think cloning can be
malpractice, and physicians, it's
ers to understand that this is
reassuring to know you're around, extremely beneficial for other purmoma
not
office,
a professional
organ
as
such
poses,
Dr. Gott. So why not be cloned
and-pop antique store, where
to supply the world with many regeneration/transplant, but when
indiof
BARKcopies
-dogs do not belong?
creating complete
more needed physicians?
viduals comes into play, the issue
ING MAD IN OHIO.
Also, it would be beneficial
to the health of the eyes to have gets very muddy.
DEAR BARKING MAD:
more good-looking people around,
Unless it's reflected in their
accounts receivable, you don't.
Any employee who tries will
In 1990, Japanese Emperor Akionly wind up in the doghouse.
hito formally assumed the ChrysanBecause you can no longer tolWest led a diamond,and Woolsey
South dealer.
themum Throne.
could see that his only legitimate
erate the livestock, look for a
North-South vulnerable
747
Boeing
Saudi
a
In 1996,
chance to make the contract was to
NORTH
job in an environment that is
find West with the Q-x-x of spades.
Jetliner collided shortly after take•A K J 54
less animal friendly. Everyone
In that case, a successful finesse in
WO 10 9 8 3 2
off from New Delhi, India, with
-- the owners,
happier
be
will
the suit would allow declarer to dis•3 2
Kazak Ilyushin-76 cargo plane,
card all three losing diamonds from •
you.
•—
and
dogs
the
killing 349 people.
his hand. This would normally be
EAST
•••
WEST
In 2001, American Airlines
about an 18 percent chance, but
• 86
+1093
looked
have
I
DEAR ABBY:
given the opposing bidding, it was
Flight 587, en route from New
•5
•6
find
cannot
somewhat less likely to succeed.
everywhere. but I
•K 5
•.1 in 7 6
York's John F. Kennedy InternaWoolsey,of course, had no way of
•AK9743
6
8
10
.1
If
•O
the answer to my question.
tional Airport to the Dominican
know ing the state of the match at that
SOUTH
Republic, crashed after takeoff,
you go out to coffee on a first
point, or what had happened at the +72
killing 265 people.
date, is it a courtesy for the
other table. But, he reasoned, it could"
•A KJ 74
not be good au go down Ina doubted • 1.
•A984
woman to call the man and
grand slam. Si,. alter taking the dia+52
tell him she 'did Or 'did 'not
mond ace and drawing trumps, he
The bidding:
have a good time? -- DONNA
tried the spade finesse, last won
East
North
West
South
You I)loin
GRANADA HILLS, CALIF.
IN
with the queen and cashed a diamond
5•
4*
Pass
I V
IA!iv6lb EOT
500 points for Eastfor down two
Dble
7•
6+
5•
DEAR DONNA: If you go
EVER'ffttittGI
Focc2 .sScrSo,
West.
Opening lead — jack of diamonds.
out for coffee on a first date
; A5LitE oFalEKE,TWo
other table, North-South
the
At
UKASES 4.10 A SOCK
and have a good time, it's perOne of the most dramatic deals also bid seven hearts, but here there
, OF 6011-$9'
fectly acceptable to call the
in the long and illustnous history of was no double, and West led a club
/
\
Vanderbilt Knockout Teams instead ofa diamond. Declarer ruffed •
the
man and tell him so. (Everyin dummy, drew trumps and tried the .
occurred in Dallas in 1997. As late
body appreciates a good review.)
would have it, the hand was the last spade finesse. But since a diamond
If, however, you did NOT
had not been led, South was able to
of a 64-deal quartertinal-round
minus 100.
have a good time, it would be
niatch between too lop-flight teams, escape for down one
The difference in the score at the •
on
and the result had a direct bearing
extremely rude to call the man
two tables — 400 points — trans- event.
the
of
winner
ultimate
the
and tell him. ("John. I'm callThe deal involved teams cap- lated to nine !MI's, giving the
ing to say the coffee was too
tained by Richard Schwartz and Kit Schwartz team a one-IMF' ictory.
Woolsey. Although the players were Schwartz's group then went on to
strong, the service was slow
win the title.
not aware of it. the Woolsey team
and your company was terriMeanwhile. Woolsey oas left to held an eight-IMP lead as the final
ble.")
hand began. With Woolsey holding reflect on the bitter irony that if hc
simply conceded down one
had
The call would probably be
as
the South cards, the auction went
instead oftrying to make the doubled
shown, culminating in a very shaky
unnecessary because most peogrand slam, his team would have'.
grand slam in hearts, doubled by
ple can tell when the chemwon the match by the 1MPs!
East.
istry doesn't "click."
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VOL/WE A
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,
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PERSONAL Pio.
I'M A TEMP

owe! 1 HAVE A
WIFE AND 35
KIDS TO
SUPPORT

BEWARE
OF THE
DOG.
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BEWARE
OF THE
DOG

1 Mag fillers
4 Supplements
8 Row of seats
12 Hamlet's oath
13 Crib filler
14 Maine,
from Utah
15 Part of LCD
17 Kitten's toy
19 HS class
20 To be, in
Bordeaux
21 July Fourth
event
23 Easy - pie
24 Scribble idly
26 Electric
swimmer
29 Bank features
30 Free Willy"
whale
31 Small domestic
fowl
33 Hibachi sites
35 The chills
36 Strong point
37 TKO official
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2 Slims down
3 Seal in the
paces
4 Go on stage
5 Take action
6 Tree nymphs
7 Traffic tie-up
8 Look after
9 Hawkeye St
6
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10 Sixth sense
11 Hwy
16 Unruffled
18 - Dawn
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38 Daze
40 - a premium
42 Weird
44 Hard to come
by
-46 Dr. - Manchu
48 Hairy humanoid
49 Seize power
50 Marie's companion
52 Big oil supplier
54 Kind of deer
55 Some parents
56 Ibsen's home
57 Stun
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Turn off the ringer
in your ears

DEAR ABBY: Please tell
people to hang up and drive!
This year, five girls who had
just graduated from high school
in a nearby town were killed
in a car crash. The news media
carried some stories on the
investigation, including the fact
that the dricell
ver's
had
phone
and
sent
received text
messages
the
while
driver was
a
passing
sectruck
onds before
the accident
occurred.
By Abigail
There is no
Van Buren
text message
important enough for five people to die for! Unless someone else was using her cell
phone, the driver was not paying enough attention to the
road.
Talking on a cell phone while
driving isn't much safer than texting because, unlike someone
sitting in the car with you, the
person on the cell phone can't
see your distractions and will
keep demanding your attention
as you navigate with half your
mind.
We're all busy. We all need
to multitask at times. But pull
off the road to use your cell
phone, because nothing anyone
has to say or hear is worth
dying for. Please. Abby, use your
influence to get people to hang
up and drive! -- ROSEMARY
IN NEW YORK •
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Driving under the influence
of cell phone can be fatal
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22 Hair-raising
25 Son - - gun
27 Environmental
prefix
28 Refrain
syllables
29 Extinguish
30 Web-footed
animals
31 Cakelike
cookie
32 Develop
33 Polo need
34 Curved line
36 Hindu rope'
climbers
38 Rock concert
souvenir
39 Math figure
40 Turn signal
41 Conical
shelter
43 Deli loaves
45 Mystique
46 Trend
47 Ms Thurman
49 Famous
numero
51 Employee
badge
53 Mr Pacono
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LOOKING AT THE FUTURE
SLUE JACKETS

411,KiQht Futures&
110th NATIONAL. FFA CONVENT/ON
OCTOBER 24-27, 2007

Equine nutritionist to
speak at Expo Center
Dr. John Lew, one of the industry's leading
equine nutritionists, will be covering practical
equine feeding management and kekssing some
questions and concerns about equine nutrition at
Murray State University's Expo Center
Wednesday at 7 p.m.
Dr. Lew earned his Ph.D in equine nutrition
from the University of Kentucky in 1989. Prior to
that he served as a research fellow at UK, centering his studies on animal science and pharmacolo-

gy
Dr. Lew's professional expertise in equine
nutrition is supplemented by practical, hands-on
horse experience. He managed the University of

Photo provided
Natosha Mulholland. left, of Hartford, and Kelsey Watson of Murray stand next to Toyota's TAD
Tundra Street Concept truck during the 2007 National FFA Convention in Indianapolis, which
was attended by more than 50.000 people Mulholland is a member of the Kentucky FFA
Association Watson belongs to the Calloway FFA chapter

Four Kentucky
counties eligible
for Emergency
FSA Loans

Kentucky horse farm for four years. He is a certified riding instructor and donated much of his
spare time to a successful riding program for the
handicapped (Central Kentucky Riding for Hope)
which is located at the Kentucky Horse Park.
Lew has been a competitive rider in stadium
jumping and steeple-chasing.
Lew is director of nutrition for McCauley
Bros., an internationally-acclaimed feed manufacturer located in Versailles, Ky. McCauley Bros. is
one ot the few feed manufacturers to produce
nothing but horse feed products.

AGRICULTURE SECRETARY NOMINEE
STA

Farmers in four counties are
eligible for Federal disaster
assistance, including low interest emergency (EM)loans from
USDA's Farm Service Agency
provided eligibility
(FSA
requirements are met.
On Oct. 29. Acting Secretary
Conner declared 22 Missouri
Counties as disaster areas due to
damages and losses caused by
severe
drought that occurred
By LAURA SKILLMAN
Burns said. "A lot ot them will
"Cattle don't have a hay
take good care of their herds, but requirement. they have a nutri- from April 4, 2007, and continuUK Ag Extension Service
ing.
ent requirement," he said. So,
Tight teed supplies mean cat- some of them won't."
As a result of the declaration,
Bums is cautioning produc- the key thing for farmers is to four Kentucky Counties were
tle producers will have to he
careful managers this winter to ers about the high price and low test the hay to know its quality named as contiguous counties
keep their animals in good con- quality of some hay being and then feed a balanced ration. where eligible family farmers •
Not all hay in the state is of may qualify for FSA EM loan
dition to ensure healthy calves offered on the market, including
hay from ground enrolled in the poor quality. Cattle will con- assistance pursuant to Section
and rebreeding in the spring.
"I have some real concern for Conservation Reserve Program sume good quality hay and 321(a)of the Consolidated Farm
our cattle producers in that late and baled cornstalks. These will won't need as much supplemen- and Rural Development Act.
winter is probably going to be an provide little nutritional value tation, but the state's hay crop Those counties are: Ballard,
Carlisle, Fulton and Hickman.
ugly time for us." said Roy for cattle and will result in cattle was reduced substantially
EM loan applications for
Burns. beet cattle specialist with losing weight, having weak because of a spring freeze fol- physical and production losses
the University of Kentucky calves and reducing their lowed by drought. So producers will be received through June
Photo provided
gi0.11P-40
vItutt supple- 30, 2008, and
College ot NytiCtillUte. "It's chances of rebreeding.
pend'I'm *eared to death someIllikkip- thgrallirlped. and in ing on, thatapplications
rirobably going to coal us 50percowldr
date oiiols,i U.S. Senate Republican Leader Mitch McConnell of Kentucky
dependmINEMbinodlIONIMIlesrarstreich
producers
are
going
to
Thee'intri President Bah% nominee for Secretary of
processed-and
cent more to winter cattle this
. .
on this poor quality hay, and it's their hay supply through the
Farmers interested in apply- Agriculture, Gov. Ed Schafer, in his office in the U.S. Capitol.
year than it normally does."
in
the
farmers
going
to
mean
problenis
winter.
Some
also
may
ing for assistance should contact During the visit, they discussed the unique challenges facing
If producers do iti9,..oxel the
have to reduce their herd size.
their local FSA county office.
nutritional needs of heir ciThes, calving season." he said,
the agricultural industry.
Instead of buying poor qualiThere's nothing wrong with
it will not only :affect the 2008
hay,
producers
would
be
betbuying
hay,
if
it
is
good
hay,
ty
also
calf crop but
the 2009 crop.
because many of the cows in, Burris said but buying [Keg hay ter off evaluating their cattle.
poor condition will not iebleed. at high prices only adds to pro- selling some of their poorer perexpenses
without forming animals and stretching
. Cattle a oh body condition ducers
scores of live base rebreeding improving their Iced supply. what hay they have, Burris said.
rates in the 90 percentile while Cattle won't compensate for This will allow them to keep
those with scores of three to four poor quality hay by eating more their remaining cattle in better
are only in the 51 to 76 per- of it; they will eat less. In order condition and increase a cow's
to keep the cattle in good condi- chances of delivenng a healthy
centile.
"This could have a tar reach- tion on poor hay it will mean calf and rebreeding this spring.
"With proper management,
ing effect. if producers don't supplementing with other feed
take proper care of their cattle." ingredients and supplementing a 'we can get through this winter."
lot,
he said.

Livestock farmers
face long winter
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Install Automatic Foundation
Ventilators
I Install Moisture and Vapor Barriers in
Crawl Spaces
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SKYHAWKS 76, RACERS 34

66 65 BROWS

RACERS

Giddy Up
RACERS WIN
BATTLE OF
HORSIES;
START SEASON
IN STYLE
tly MICHAEL DANN
ports Editor
:- How appropriate.
Kevin Thomas has a tattoo
ttf a bulldog eating a baskettall on his right bicep which
V. inscribed with the saying
!Game Over'.
',.: It certainly was Saturday
eight.
i Tied at 65-all with 3.5 secIds left to go. Thomas took
the inbounds pass and drove
e length of the floor, getting
shot off before time expired.
His shot missed, but for good
fason.
• Thomas was bumped by
ider's Justin Robinson as he
rent up, sending the junior to
e line where he made the
rst of two free throws and
gave Murray State the 66-65
Victory Saturday night in the
(form opener at the Regional
4peefet !vents Center in front
of 2,737 fans.
' Thomas finished with 13
points, going 5-of-7 from the
field and 3-of-5 from the free
throw line in 34 minutes of
action. Thomas played the most
minutes of any Racer player,
adding three steals and one
turnover on the night.
But as the 6-foot- I , 170round Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., guard
vtepped to the line in the closlag seconds Saturday, he only
iad one thing on his mind.
:: "Confidence."
Thomas, with a grin, thought
that he got fouled but, "the way
they were calling fouls tonight,
who really knows."
:: Thomas brings up a good
Point as a total of 52 fouls
were whistled Saturday night.
thirty against the Racers and
by the Rider Broncs.
: For MSU's (1-0) Billy
Kennedy, the second year head
Coach said that his team style
ti to play aggressive, but admits

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Don Chapman breaks free from a tackle applied by
Wade Peters in the first half Saturday at Martin. Chapman rushed for over 200 yards and had four touchdowns, all in the first half, as the Skyhawks beat
tv1SU 76-34.

Chapman
steals spotlight

t

i2

SKYHAWK SENIOR TAILBACK
SCORES 4 TOUCHDOWNS
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
MARTIN, Tenn., Don
Chapman's four years at the
OVC(Climmlf)
University of Tennessee Mar- School
tin have played out like a Eastern Kentucky 7-0 (8-2)
Eastern Illinois
6-1 (7-3)
movie.
On Saturday, it was the Jacksonville State 5-2 (64)
4-2 (5-5)
Don Chapman show and Tennessee State
instead of getting a stunt- Austin Peay
4-3 (64)
double, Chapman played the Tennessee-Martin 3-4 (3-7)
part himself and did so to Samford
2-5 (4-6)
perfection as UT Martin man- Tennessee Tech
2-5 (4-6)
handled Murray State 76-34 Murray State
1-6 (2-8)
at Hardy M. Graham Stadi- SE Missouri State 0-6 (2-8)
um in front of 3,154 fans. Saturday, Nos. 10
Chapman, the 5-foot-10, Eastern Kentucky 28 Austin Peay 14
Eastern Minors 37 Jacksonvkle Slate 23
235-pound senior running Tennessee-Martin 76 Murray Stale
34
back out of Marietta. Ga., missoun State 55 SE Missoun State 17
Thersdiry, Nov.
ran roughshod over the Rac- Tennessee State 38 Sarntord 28
Nov. 17
ers for 204 yards on 23 car- Settimey.
Austin Peay al Murray Stale
000,1
ries. It was Chapman's sev- Tennessee Tech at Eastern Kentucky noon
Tennessee•Manin ci Tennessee Stale
1 pm
enth 200-yard rushing game. Jacksonville
Slate or SE Missouri State 1 pm
What was so demoraliz- Samford at Eastern Illinms
1 30 p rn
ing for Murray State may
not have been the rushing numbers put up by Chapman,
but finding paydirt was nearly as paralyzing.
Chapman found the endzone four times, all in the first
half, as the Skyhawks easily put the game out of reach,
taking a 49-10 lead at intermission.
Chapman scored from 22, 50, I and 9 yards out and in
doing so Saturday, he became the 14th player ever in cola See CHAPMAN,28

COMMENCE

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Tony Easley battles in the middle of Rider defenders to put up two of his 11 points Saturday night against Rider at the Regional Special Events Center.
that his team also has to learn
how to adapt to the change.
-They made the right call at

the end. That's all I'm thankful
for. I just think its early and
we're very aggressive and we

have to learn how to adjust to
the officiating. We fouled 30
•See RSEC, 28

INSIDE
Complete Ohio Valley Conference wrap-ups
from over the weekend, including the latest
overall standings. Page 26
MURRAY ST. 66, RIDER 65
RIDER
J Thompson
RThornpson
Ringgold
Robinson
HMansell
Warner
Green
Griffin
Johnson
PMansell
Myers
Totals

FG Ft Rob
Min M-A1A-A 0-1 A
384-11 5-9 1-6 4
35 6-910-12 3-8 3
14 0-1 0-2 1-1
0
14 0-0 0-0 1-1
1
35 5-77-10 0-3 0
3 0-0 0-0 0-0 0
4 0-0 0-0 0-1
0
16 1-2 2-2 0-0
1
29 1-4 0-0 0-1
2
8 0-1 0-0 0-0 0
4 0-1 0-0 1-1
0
20017-3624-357-22 11

PF
3
4
1
5
2
0
0
3
1
1
2
22

PTS
13
23

21

5
3

0
65

Percentages: FG 472, FT 686 3-Point Goals: 7-13, 538
11-1 Mansell 4-5, R Thompson 1-1, Grrain 1-2. Johnson 1-4
P Mansell 0-11 Team Rebounds: 0 Blocked Shots: 1
(J Thompton) Turnovers: 16 (Robinson 4, J Thompson 4.
Johnson 3, Green. R Thompson Griffin Ringgold Warner)
Steels: 4(H Mansell 2 Ringgold R Thompson) Technical
Fouls: None

MURRAY ST.
()Thomas
Williams
F otso
Holloway
Carter
KThornas
George
Long
Sanders
Easley
Totals

FG FT Rob
Min IA-AM-A 0-1 A
275-11 3-4 2-5
1
19 0-3 0-0 3-6 2
6 0-0 0-0 0-1
0
33 3-6 0-0 0-2 5
19 2-5 2-2 0-2
1
34 5-7 3-5 1-2 0
L7 1-2 0-0 0-1
2
8 0-1 2-2 0-1
1
19 3-3 4-8 1-2 0
18 4-6 3-4 4-4 0
20023-4417-2511-28 12

MICHAEL DANN

Ledger & Times

PIS
15
0
0
7
6
13
2
2
10
11
66

Percentebee: FO 523, FT 690 3-Point Goals 3-9, 333
George 0-1,
K.Thomes 0-1).Team Rebounds: 2. Blocked Shots: 2
(Menu 2). Temovers: 15(Willem 5, Ceder 3,()Thomas
2, Sundial, Holloway. K.Thornes, George, Pots)) Steele: 8
(K.TN:enes 3, Gear 2, Minim Long. D Thomas)
Technkal
Caller
Rider
24 41 —
65
Murray Si
30 36 —
66
A-2.737 Records: MSU(1-0), Rider (0-1)
Officials—John Hughes Mike Ahem. Mike Berry

(0.Tnornas 2-5. Holloway 1-1, Caner 0-1.

ttevin Thomas is fouled by Rider's Justin Robinson with .2 seconds left to go in regulation
m Saturdays home opener at the Regional Special Events Center Thomas went to the line
;there he hit one of two free throws to break a 64-64 tie and give the Racers their first
ion of the season

PF
4
4
3
0
4
3
4
0
4
3
29

KHSAA STATE CROSS COUNTRY MEET

Something to
be proud of
ALL 4 SQUADS TURN IN
TOP-25 PERFORMANCES
Staff Report
All four local cross country squads ran in their respective state meets at Kentucky Horse Park in Lexington Saturday. ,
Daniel Hopkins led a Calloway County boys' squad that
finished 15th in Class 3A. Hopkins ran a time of 16:46.80.
Murray's boys finished 15th in Class A and were led
by Ryan Miller, who finished at 17:51.67. The Tiger girls
were led by Selina LaJaret, who came in at 21:52.59 and
pushed Murray to a 16th place finish.
The Lady Lakers ran into 21st place led by Jenny Vincent, who came in at 20:50.74.
Callowey County boys
34 Daniel Hopkins 16 46 80
59 Josh Lee 16 59.96
64 Ryan Thurman 17:04.64
113 Wesley Cook 17 43 36
121 Jonathan Washburn 174764
194 Cohn Hot-wood 1915.44
195 Colby Fox 19.17.15

Calloway County girls
89 Jenny Vincent 20 50 74
91 Megan Summers 2051 85
106 Kelsey Gray 2104.65
164 Karra Jones 22E16.45
168 Tatum Dale 22 12.26
185 Kristen Mikulcrk 23137S
189 Talons Scott 23 36 86

Murray boys
52 Ryan Miller 1751.87
65. Chase Darnell 182340
98. Mcnaei On 1811 46
110 Steven Speed 184597
135 Paul Gong 19 17.29
172 Ryan Greer 2047.47
173 Kullen Balthrop 205844

Murray girls
72 Selina LaJaret 21 52 59
80 Alex Nance 22 05 65
128 Amanda McDonald 23 49 84
132 Heatherly Paschall 24 02 14
153 Ken Jones 25 26 56
154 Andrea Prow* 25 29 59
182 Katie Bloomer 26 15 06

sh-c.4oixf.e-

CIP

From Page 1B
lege football to rush for 1,000
yards in four consecutive seasons.
lie accomplished that feat
at the 3:44 mark in the third
quarter on a 34-yard run. He
now joins such elite company
as Tony Dorsett, Ron Dayne,
Cedric Benson and Adrian Peterson as other players to do the
same.
Murray State head coach
Matt Gnffin, who was solely
responsible for recruiting Chapman, gave his former player a
deserving hug following the conclusion of the game and called
Chapman a special player and
a special person.
"He thanked me for the
opportunity and I thanked him
for being him. I insist that he
go and graduate and that's what
1 want him to do."
Chapman didn't take any
pnde in accomplishing what he
did Saturday and said that
despite the opponent he has a
one-track mind when he enters
the football field.
"That was just something
that comes with winning games,
running hard and working hard,"
he said about his day and career.
"But. I do thank coach Griff;
he's the one that offered me
the scholarship to come here.
When I first got here, this wasn't the best school to he at.
Nobody had really heard of
UT Martin.Chapman added that the magnitude of reaching 1,000 yards
four straight years hasn't really caught up with him yet.
"No, honestly, it hasn't. I
just think about the games. I'm
still thinking about this football game. I just see myself
as a guy that goes out there
and gives everything he has. I
give everything I have to my

Bustin:vs •Ilmitt •(as •Iltalth •I di
iiiii ,iirlifmriiii iii.', ii

9IPI Stersitturc•2 7/rNATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Notional Football League
By The Associated Press
All Times EST
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pct
New E. now
9 0 01 000
5 4 0 566
Buffalo
1
8 0 111
N 7 Jets
0 9 0 000
Mums
South
W IT Pet
in—
778
7 2 0
Jacksonville
6 3 0 667
6 3 0 667
Tennessee
4 5 0 444
Houston
North
W
L
Pet
2 0 778
Patsburgri
Cleveland
5 4 0 556
444
Baltimore
4 5
Cincinnati
333
3 6
Weal
T Pet
Sari D01190
5 4 0 556
Denver
4 5 0 444
4 5 0 444
Kansas City
Oakland
7 0 222
Sunday's Games
Buffalo 13 Miami 10
St Louis 37 New Orleans 29
Denver 27 Kansas City 11
Green Bay 34, Mormesota 0
Pittsburgh 31, Cleveland 28
Jacksonville 28 Tennessee 13
Philadelphia 33, Washington 25
Atlanta 20. Carolina 13
Cincinnati 21 Baltimore 7
Chicago 17. Oakland
Dallas 31. NY Giants 20
Arizona 31 Detroit 21
San Diego 23 Indianapolis 21
Open New England, N 7 Jets Tampa
Bay Houston
Monday's Game
San Francisco at Seattle 7 30 p m

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
L T Pct
W
Dallas
1 0 689
8
N Y Chants
8 3 0 1367
Washington
5 4 0 556
Phitadelphia
4 5 0 444
South
L T Pct
W
Tampa Bay
5 4 0 556
Carolina
4 5 0 444
New OrlearIS
4 5 0 444
Atlanta
3 6 0 333
North
W
L T Pct
Green Bay
8
1 0 889
Detroit
6 3 0 867
Chs ago
4 5 0 444
/64119.esorr
3 6 0 333
Wool
L T Pct
W
Seattle
4 4 0 500
Arizto id
4 5 0 444
San F frinC167,0
2 6 0 250
Si I. ikriS
1
8 0
Sunday, Nov. 16
N Y Giants at Detroit Noon
at
Oakland
Minnesota Noon
Tampa Bay at Atlanta Noon
Carolina at Green Bay Noon
New Orleans at Houston Noon
Cleveland at Baltimore Noon
Kansas CM at Indianapolis Noon
Anzona at Cincinnati. Noon
Miami at Philadelphia. Noon
Saii Diego at Jacksonville Noon
Pittsburgh at N Y Jets 305 p in
Chs ago at Seaftfo 3 15 p m
Washington at Dallas 3 15 p m
St Louis at San Francisco. 3 15 p m
New E ngland at Buffalo 7 15 p m
Monday. Nov. 19
Tennessee at Denver 7 30 p m

OVC 1401'NM"'

Bulldogs' buzzerbeater trumps Aces •RSEC
From Page 1B

EVANSVILLE, Ind. - Sam
lord used a last-second, left-handed runner in the larw from senior Joe Ross Merntt to defeat
the Evans% lie Purple Aces 5049 on the road Sunday
With the win. Samford (1-01
opened its sea.son with a OMI) for the third tune in the last
lour years and defeated Evansville (II- 1 I for the tint tinw to
school history Pnor to Sunday's
gaine. the Purple Aces held a 4II
in the alltutie senes.
rump% V.1.
TENSE-WE 11A II 65
GAINESVILLE,
- Iwo-

tilt it.' defending national champion Florida Ina) has': lost its
eat ago,
entire lineup horn a )

but veteran coach Billy Dono‘all's stall has the rebuilding
Mort well in hand
On SuntLi!, alternoon, the new

Gators i ititnitiscled and outshot Teruiessee Tech lie a 93-65
non-conlerence SIChri ill truct
of 10,013 noisy. stunted tans an
the O'Connell Center
(4.010:1A TECH 99,

look

TESSESSEE STATE IS

Alace
had career highs with 25
points and nine rebounds .11 Gl711(NASH% ILI+ (AP) -

AD11110

CONFERENCE
STANDINGS
School
Easterri Ke r ucky
flameiti
Murray State
Samford
Tennessee State
ronnessee-Martin
Austin Peay
Jacksonville State
Morehead State
SE MISSOUn State
Tennessee Tech

OVC(Overall)
0-0 (1-0)
0-0 (1-0)
0-0 (1-0)
0-0 (1-0)
0-0 (1-1)
0-0 (1.1)
0-0 (0-1)
0-0 (0-1)
0-0 (0-1)
0-0

(0-1,

0-0

10-21

&9111911,11/19. 11
I londa 93 Tannins. Tech 95
Samford sO I wansvAil 49
coarregra Tone 99 Tremens. Slate 877
TO01111,41
rannassorr Tamp* al Jmksonvolle Staler
e01•KarrOur
T 1901as
avarn Kamt90.9
Verramm Moo. at Morena.] Stale
una0(,011o9p al 1annoraso•
(,antral Raptor Sr lonnessas Marlin
I ova..(Mengeart aslern lawns
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gia Tech avoided another upset
Sunday night with a 99-85 win
oser Tennessee Stale
A11111111 tn,ide his tint seven
shots to help the Yellow Jackets
II II tuni an early seaTe IMO a
highlight show avoiding its first
0-2 start since the 1974-75 season.

times and this Was just a hard
game to play in. The flow of
the game was difficult. It was
the first game in a lot of area's
you could tell that.Danero Thomas led the Racers in scoring with 15 points,
while Tony Easley added II
points and Tanxi Sanders tacked
on 10, each coming off the
bench.
Ryan Thompson scored a
game-high 23 points in leading Rider (0-I).
Thomas who also led the
MSU offense against Bethel in
an exhibition win last weekend, virtually willed the Racers to victory coming off the
bench late in the second halt'
and dropping in eight points
over a two minute period. He
had just seven total points up
until that point.
"Yeah, my team just needed me then,- Thomas said.
"Coach told tne to get in there
and take my time and if I'm
open, shoot it.
It felt pretty
good though, it felt a lot better than In the first half."
Kennedy knows that Thomas

and to my team so
we can come away with a win.
Be unselfish and have character in doing it."
The 76 points Murray State
gave up were the most ever
for the Racer program. For
Martin, it was the most points
it had scored since joining the
league in 1992.
The one bright spot to come
out of Saturday's game was the
play of freshman redshin quarterback Jeff Ehrhardt.
The 6-foot-4, 210-pound St.
Louis, Mo., product set the single season freshman record for
touchdowns in a season, surpassing Stewart Childress when
Ehrhardt tossed his 21st TD of
the season to Marcus Harris at
the 14:14 mark in the fourth
quarter.
It was Ehrhardt's sixth
straight game with at least two
touchdown passes and he moved
up to sixth on the all-time sintealnInatea

MICHAEL
Martin
Harris

defender Kevin
caught

a

Rondo in

45-yard

the first half Saturday.

pass from

quarterback

Jeff

has the confidence to do what times in the second half, but
. he did Saturday night. Its a MSU never lost its lead.
"I thought what we did first
trait he possessed before he
arrived on the Murray State was set the tone and say that
campus.
we were going to make someone else beat us,- Kennedy
"He played high school basketball with Brandon Rush at added. "We did a good job of
Kansas. When the game was taking the post guy (Jason
Thompson) away, he ended
on the line, Danerp took the
shots. Rush will be the NBA going away from the basket
player. So, Danero has been the whole game. That was our
in some big-game situations. game plan.
"I thought our team defense,
He's proven to us in a year
and a game that he can make (Georges) Fotso, Sanders and
those shots. He was aggres- Easley did a really good job
sive and was looking around. of banging with him and wearHe missed them in the first ing him out. Those guys did
half, but good players contin- a good job on him on the
defensive end."
ue to play well."
NOTES:
Murray State held a 30-24
The Racers pushed their
lead at halftime, after going
home opening win streak to
up in the game 6-0.
The Racers held their biggest 18 straight. MSU still hasn't
lead of the game, a 10-point lost a home opener in the
53-43 lead with 8:30 left to
RSEC, now 10-0 and haven't
go in the second half.
lost one since a triple overRider whittled the lead down
time defeat to Southern Illito one point after a three-point- nois in 1989 at Racer Arena.
er by Harris Mansell and even.When Danero Thomas hit
tually tied the game on anoth- back to back three point shots
er trey by Mansell at the 2:05 late in the game. MSU was
mark.
I -II up to that point.
The score was tied three
.Two players played their

ENJOY at
• August Moon
Restaurant
• Renfroe's
HIH Burger

34
0 10 10 14 —
Murray St
76
Tenn Martin 28 21 14 13 —
And Quarter
UTS4-0,Chapman 22 run (T Hansen
kick), 12,43
UTM—Thomas 79 pass from Thompson
(T Hansen kicky 850
U1M—D.Chaprnan 50 run (T Hansen
kick), 215.
UTIA-0.Chapnvin 1 run (T Hansen
kick). nO
Second Quarter
UTM—Patlerson 13 pass from
Thompson (T Hansen kick). 1225
MSU—M Harris 45 pass from Ehrhardt
(Weiss kick). 9:50.
IlASU—FG Weiss 35, 744.
UTIA—McOsirmott 14 run (T.Hanaen
kick), 5:57
UTM-0.Chapman 9 run (T.Hansen
kick), 216
Third Quarter
MSU--FG Weals 38, 11 07
UTM—Thomas 42 pass from Thompson
(T Hansen ltdc). 912
MSU—Harper 11 pass horn Ehrhardt
(Weiss kick), 3'57
UTIA—Akbar 16 pass from Thompson
(T.Hansen kick), 2 28
Fourth Ouartar
MSU—M Harris 31 pass horn Ehrhardt
(Weiss kick) 14 14
MSU—Young 44 run (luck failed), 12 51
MSU—Young 2 run (T Hansen kick),
723.
MSU—Harper 30 pass horn Franklin
(Weiss kick), .54
A-3,154
•••
TEAM STATISTICS
UTM
MSU
27
31
First downs
29-127
50-531
Rushes-yards
378
290
Passing
Comp-Alt-Int
33-56-0 14-25-0
11
6
Return Yards
3-42.7
Punts-Avg
8-34 6
2-1
3-1
Fumbles-Lost
8-75
9-76
Penalties-Yards
27 59
Time of Possession 32 01
••••
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING—Murray Si., J Jones 7-54,
Townsel 2-26 Jordan 1-22, Ehrhardt 13-8,
Lightfoot 2-7, M Hams 0-5. McKinnis 4-5
Tenn.-Martin, D Chapman 23-204, Young
8-159 McDermott 13-157, Thomas 1-19,
Dawson 2-9 Thompson 3-(minus 17)
PASSING—Murray Si., Ehrhardt 31-540-315 Franklin 2-2-0-63 Tenn.-Martin,
Thompson 13-21-0-261. Pritchard 0-3-00. Anoka 1-1-0-29
RECEIVING—Murray St., Townsel 9-74,
Harper 7-99, M Harris 4-97, Jordan 4-16
Lightfoot 3-43, J Jones 2-15, McGinnis 115, McKinnis 1-8, J Rogers 1-6, Knight 15 Tenn.-Martin, Akbar 5-70, Thomas 3144, E .Daniel 2-13, 0 Chapman 2-11,
Groves 1-29, Patterson 1-13, McDermott
0-10

first game in a Murray State
uniform. Tarod Sanders had 10
points, while Jewuan Long had
two points. The best MSU
debut since 1984 is still Antoine
Whelchel's 27 points against
Gardner-Webb in 2000.
-MSU is 15-3 in the hist
two seasons when they have
the lead at the five minute mark.
-Tyler Holloway hit one
three-pointer against Rider. He
is now nine from catching 10th
place Aubrey Reese (97-00)
on the all-time Racer list.
-The Racers are 106-21 all
time in the RSEC. This is
the 10th season for MSU in
the building.

HSE111P SPON

Lindy Suite,
ounKeicty Wow Arry
To sow on sour Os insocnce
consort us Way,
4011 Mats St.•753-5842

TV, radio
TODAY
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN2 -- New Mexico St at Duke
8 p.m.
ESPN2 — Preseason NIT. first round,
Wm -Green Bay at Ohio St
10 p.m.
ESPN2 — O'Reilly Auto Parts CBE
Classic first round, Youngstown St at
UCLA
NFL FOOTBALL
7:30 p.m.
ESPN — San Francisco at Seattle
NHL HOCKEY
6:30 p.m.
VERSUS — Carolina at Florida
TENNIS
3 am.
ESPN2 — ATP Masters Cup round
robin. at Shanghai China

Walter's
Pharmacy

We would like to

thank these & all
Smoke Free
restaurants!
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Ehrhardt for a second quarter score.

November 1 5th

AIR

DANN /

Murray State wide receiver Marcus Hams (17) races past

Smoke Free Dining

CLF.AN

gle season passing list.
All-in-all, i was a day that
Griffin agreed wasn't very fun.
This coming on the heels of
his first return trip to the program he resurrected in his time
at Martin and leaving two years
ago to try and do the same at
Murray State.
•I got to be honest with
you, there was nothing crazy
today or this week. There really wasn't. Naturally, you have
some kids here. I recruited a
good number of them and most
of them are in their senior year.
Leaving the field was difficult
to do with those kids.
"I'll say this, there are only
about three or four people in
this town that don't like me
and I don't like them. That's
more athletic administration and
that's it. After that, I have great
friendships here. My wife has
great friendships here. I love
the kids and that's that."

Would like to welcome

Ruth Pickens RPh
as an additional pharmacist
to our staff.
604 S. 12th St.•753-7688
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$8.25 Column Inch, UK Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Persisi)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
I I -••• I \ I
$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
• .35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver
II

Du lpm.

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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RN'S, LPN'S,
CMT'S,and CNA's!!

The Calloway County Board of Education is accepting sealed bids for the sale of oiled boa/vehicles The
following units shall be sold for removal or disposal

We are currently seeking
quality nursing personnel.
We are offering HIGHER PAY RATES
and SIGN-ON BONUSES!
Please apply in person for details.

1 - 1992 78-passenger bus (with body damage).
includes rebuilt 0T466 automatic engine
with approximately 10,000 miles WIN 7741J
1 - 1988 GMC Suburban IVIN 0050)
1 - 1988 GMC Suburban IVIN 9733)
1988 GM('Suburban(YIN 9905)
- currently not operating
1 - 1984 Chevrolet 1-Ton (YIN 2804)
Bids will be accepted until 1:00 p.m., Tuesday.
November 27. 200T Specifications and bid forms are
on file at the board office at 2110 College Farm Road,
Murray, KY 42071. Any interested bidders may
obtain copies at that location. Please note the highest and best bide will be accepted for each unit
Multiple bids may be awarded. Further information
may be obtained by calling Mike Johnson at 7627322 or Roy Dunn at 762-7320. All items may be
inspected at the Calloway County Schools
Maintenance Building located at 2001 College Farm
Road. The Calloway County Board of Education
reserves the right to reject any and/or all bids and
waive any irregularities in bidding.
060
HIM Mond
JEM Productions
Transfer home movies
& pictures to DVD.
Most formats supported. Great gift idea.
Plan
for
now
Christmas!
270-328-8719
burgers,
SQUARE
square fish, who startD's.
Sandra
ed that?!
Real beef, Real fish
94E. 293-3816
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
050
Lost and Found
FOUND:
Female
Terrier Healer mix?
Brown, gray & white,
Hwy 641 near Best
Westem.
(270)748-7755
060
Help Wailed
ALL positions.
person
in
Apply
Dumpliris,
305 S. 12th St.,
Murray, KY.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to iobnetwork.corn.
By default.
Murray and local Job
listings will appear on
this webere.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the wbnetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
sib listings Thank you

MAX Fuel Express is
now hiring a Truck
Stop Manager This
position requires excelcommunication
lent
and sound decisionabilities
making
Applicant must also
exhibit strong leadership skills and have
Fuel Desk experience
Max Fuel Express
offers competitive pay.
paid vacation after one
year of employment,
and a 401k plan If
please
interested,
send resume to Max
Fuel Express (BP),
2185 US Hwy. 641N,
Murray, KY 42071.
nenek

llsip Wonted
ia

Invitation to Bid
Sale of Used Bus/Vehicles

r

fr

r

Mented

I) 12 51
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ACCOUNTANT/REPO
RTING, Department o
and
Accounting
Services.
Financial
State
Murray
University. Full-time
appointment for 2
begin
to
years,
2007.
December
Qualifications:
Bachelors degree in
Accounting is required
Must have working
knowledge of report
writing toots, such as
Crystal,
Cognos,
Hyperion, etc and
experience with financial statement preparaMust
tion.
have
demonstrated knowledge of MS Excel and
the ability to complete
task under demanding
schedules.
time
Expenence with development of policies and
procedures are prof e r r e d
Responsibilities: Assist
with the preparation of
financial statements,
and
reconciliations
preparation of schedules needed to complete extemal reporting
requirements to various pnvate, state and
federal agencies, routine monthly reconciliations of balance sheet
items, provide support
for the development
and documentation of
departmental policies
procedures.
and
Application Deadline
Date: November 23,
2007. To Apply: Send
letter of application,
the
and
resume,
names, addresses and
phone numbers of four
referprofessional
Search
to:
ences
Chair.
Committee
and
Accounting
Services,
Financial
State
Murray
University, 200 Sparks
KY
Murray.
Hall.
42071-3312. Women
and minorities are
encouraged to apply.
State
Murray
University is an Equal
Education
and
Employment
Opportunity, M/F/D, AA
Employer.
WANTED. Part time
Executive Director:
Angels Community
Clinic is in need of an
ARNP/RN as the
Executive Director
This position is part
time Monday.
Wednesday and
Thursday about 25
hours a week. Anyone
interested may mail a
resume to Angels
Community Clinic,
1005 Poplar St.
Murray. KY 42071 or
you may bong your
resume by the clinic
office Monday
Thursday 8.30-4 00

No phone calls please.
Arbor Place of Clinton
106 Padgett Drive Clinton, KY
060
help Vbinted

060
Help WrIsd

ASSISTANT Bursar, BUSY medical office
has an opening for a
Bursar's Office, Murray
part-time LPN with a
State University. This is
starting hourly rate
a full time position to
begin January 2008. $16. Part-time RN
Qualifications: hourly rate $26. Parttime NP hourly rate
Bachelors degree in
the area of Business $45. Forward resume
with 3 references to:
with four years of expe1040-D,
P.O. Box
rience in accounts
Murray, KY 42071.
receivable and at least
one year of supervisoCHURCH
is
experience
ry
Receptionist/Secretary
required. Must have
, 32-1/2 hours, 5 day
working knowledge of
work week, need
Microsoft Office Excel excellent computer
and Access; knowlskills, preferred. Send
edge of bookkeeping, resume Care of
proficient written busiReverend Richard
ness communication, Smith, First United
general office equipMethodist Church 503
ment, and computer
Maple Street Murray,
networks and mainKY 42071
frame environments.
COSMETOLOGIST
Must possess the abiiiopening: Mondayty to complete tasks
Fnday. $10 hour, full
under demanding time
time with 401k, vacaschedules. Excellent
tion & medical benecommunication
oral
fits. Fax resume to
and analytical skills
270-444-0389
preferred.
Responsibilities: DO you love working
with kids?
Management of all
Wee Care Enterprises
phases of the Billing
may be just the place
and Receivable student system (BRS). for you! Full time and
part time positions
The MSU payment
available.
plan, reconciliation of
Apply at:
daily reports related to
Wee Care
the BRS and Cash
Management systems, 109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
the design and update
of university publica- (270)753-5227
tions related to student
FULL time child develaccounts, the Tax
opment teachers needRelief Act of 1997 as it
ed at Room to Grow
the
to
applies
Preschool. Apply in
University, knowledge
person 109 S. 13th St.
of related federal reguNo phone calls please.
lations and supervision
FULL time help needAccount
Student
of the
ed. No expenence necSpecialist, Scholarship
essary. Apply in person
BookkeeperClerk,
at Signmasters T 30Refunds
Student
4:30, 8503
Clerks, two graduate
East,
U.S.-Hwy-68
assistants and student
Benton (Fairdealing)
workers. Application
Date: FULL-TIME opening
Deadline
November 23,, 2007. for experienced security guard in Murray
To Apply: Send letter of
application, resume, area. Call 888-4827368 for interview
and contact informaappointment.
tion for three professional references to:
GREEN Acres is curBursar
Assistant
rently hinng for the folSearch.
Bursar's
positions:
lowing
Office, Murray State
RN/LP14 2P-10P full
University, 200 Sparks time, SRNA 6A-2P fullKY
Murray,
Hall,
time, SRNA weekend
42071-3312. Women
option 6A-6P or 6P-6A.
and minorities are
Anyone interested in
encouraged to apply.
becoming part of our
State
Murray
team may apply in perUniversity is an Equal
son at Green Acres
and
Education
Health Care. 402 W.
Employment Farthing St., Mayfield,
Opportunity. WPC). AA KY 42066
Employer.
HANDYMAN wanted:
carpentry
General
ASSISTANT Manager
position. Minimum 6 skills & transportation
required, pick-up truck
months in high volume
preferred. 293-4602
cafe/restaurant. Willing
to work varying shifts
HVAC
including nights &
Local heating & air
cofweekends. Prefer
contractor looking for
fee experience. Apply experienced sheet metin person at Fidalgo
al mechanics and
Bay Coffee.
service techs. Pay
based on experience.
BUSY auto repair shop
Send Resume to:
looking for experi1597 Murray
P.O.-Box
enced ASE certified
(preferred) technician. KFC
hiring
now
Paid on commission. cashiers. cooks, and
Please mail resume to
shift leaders_ Must be
RO Box 266. Murray. available for all shifts
KY 42071.
Apply in person 205 N.
12th St.
GREAT Opportunity!
Expanding! Full-time
experienced salesperson Part-time warehouse Submit resume
to Fleming Furniture
641N
Hwy
3060
Murray. KY 42071

NOW taldng applications tor MI positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
DrIve-ln, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone cells.

LPN needed 2-3 days
per week at the Allergy
and Asthma Clinic. No
Fridays or weekends.
Send resume to 2957
US Hwy. 641 North,
Murray, KY 42071.
Please include 3 references.
NEED HOUDAY
CASH
$9hr after paid training
+Benefits Part/Full
time -flexible schedule7-days a week.
1 -888-974-JOBS
TO79110507

Now hiring
smiling faces for
Night Shift.
Apply in
person
at Wendy's.
ORGANIST needed
for 10:00AM services
near Kentucky Dam
State Park, salary &
traveling expenses.
(270)362-8301 or
(270)703-2420

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY
Complete Formal Wear Heady uar ters

Limousines & Vans

270-767-0471
070
Position Vfantsd

Chinon,
:11
Domestic

CLEANING houses. 20
years experience.
270-759-9553
I clean homes and
Cell
businesses.
phone
1(616)835-8647.
IF you need assistance
visits,
doctor
with
shoeing or daily elder
care services. call
Debbie at 270-703References
3876.
available. Marshall and
Calloway Counties.
LOVING mother will
watch your infant in
my Mayfield home.
Amy (270)227-3420

FOR Sale wooden
telephone poles &
fence post. Creosote
treated. Will deliver
731-782-6180
RETAIL business for
sale Murray Babies in
Bloom 270-336-6118

50 Vizio Plasma TV. 6
months old, like new
condition. Wall mount
included. $900 Call
978-0667

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

Al Romess hamponatios • Airport Santee • Certified Drivers

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $992 on Part A, $131 tin
Part B Call me for more information
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR kIL CLIENTS

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
"How To Protect A Lifetime
Of Savings"
*14.4% is guaranteed on first year
money.

- PREPLANNING -

No risk to principal because it is guaranteed
'The rate is subject to change so call now
(270)210-2533
If you have, 401-K, 403-B, Stocks, Mutual
Funds, CD's or other retirement investments.

Lock in price; single pay is
. payment plan.

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist
Avoid inflationary cost.

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

270-753-2-111

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

Call Ron Sallin (Agent)
Phone (270)759-1565
Cell (270)210-2533

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
. Owners
Terry liascsIKaren Isaac,

Commercial Waste
Disposal
All Types of Refuse Service

Ea 14004854033

matga...Aad Fiehee,:inieysirg

M
iript)91

OSIN11
"

111M

Appliance

ME

& Electrical Repair
Hazel, KY 42049

TRAVIS ASPHALT

226-9398
492-8191

Paving - SPalcoating - Hauling

Tony Travis
270-753-2279

TN Lit 058393•KY LKICE60221 M59837
Serving West KY & West TN For 23 Years

Call Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
at 753-1916
and place your ad today!
150
:1NOM For Ssis
0Me
[9

Articles
For Sale

Computer
Connection
403 Sycamore - 752-0438
Computer Sales/Service
Networking Services
Low Printer 8 Laptop Repair
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

o
RECEPTIONIST
Clerical. Four years
experience. Familia
with Word, Excel, cus [Rantto Buy
tomer service, book
keeping, accounting
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
equipment
office
753-3633
Dependable, trustwor
BUYING
thy. References.
Junk cars, trucks and
270-559-8697
tractors 436-5235

1

I

-1114........AphiA14110-FOR MIN
Harm, 411771
i4100.74757
1374177000110

THE business office at
the Allergy and Asthma
Clinic has an opening
for
thru
Monday
Thursday. Experience
in CPT coding, ICD-9
coding, data entry, and
account receivables
knowledge preferred.
Please send resume to
2957 US Hwy. 641
North, Murray, KY
42071. Include three
references.
PHYSICAL
THERAPIST WANTED
FT/PT
For upscale Mcrae}
practice in Murray K1
Excellent Salary/Benefits
Fax Resume:

INSURANCE

illr.C,T)'s labpOg

BUYING old U.S. coin
and pocket knife collections. 293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners,
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
150

Calloway County
•ictorial History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350
RESTAURANT
Equipment
•Commercial Deep
fryer $250.00
KDil filter machine
$295.00
iiBuffalo chopper
$175.00.
.60" projection 1'V
$850.00.
Call (270)293-2815

**OWNER
Financing**
2005 24x56, 3BR,
2BA, $5,000 down
$695.00 month, Hazel
(270)753-1011

SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE DVR or HD
upgrade. FREE 6
months of HD prow/HD
gramming
upgrade. Get months 3
FREE of HBO &
Cinemax.
Programming starts at
$29.99 per mo. + $5.00
for local networks. Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info
759-0901 or toll free
877-455-0901

Articles
For Sale
12'X24' storage build
ing w/front porch, new
$3,900 firm. 270-492
8222 or 270-293-2531
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each 270-492-8614

-OWNER
FINANCING***
No Credit Check!
1999 model 3BR 2BA
singlewide, pool. Clean
& nice. $3,500 down,
$495 monthly.
753-2222

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

••OWNER
Financing**
94 28x66, 4BR, 2BA.
$5.000 down, 8650.00
month, Murray near
lake.(270)753-1011

2006 16x68 Northern
built Fleetwood mans
factured home. Shingle
& vinyl with 10ft, front
porch and bnck Nailite
skirting. 2BR, 'IBA.
$29,900 or finance for
$1,500 down payment.
$308 monthly.
1-800-455-3001
LIQUIDATION Salad
All 2006 Homes must
Unbelievable
go.
Furniture
Deals!
included at NO additional cost!!
Call now
731-584-9429
NICE 3br, 2ba on 1.4
acre only $45,900 near
Lynn Grove. Call Diana
at 270-703-2885 MTG

Real Estate

a ipatipt deal
subscribe to the ...
1111 BRAY

LEDGER &TIMES
Home Delivery
Local Mall
3 mo.
$33.00
3 mo.
6
$60.00
6 mo.
1
$104.00
yr.
1
AU Other Mail
Subscriptions
375.00
3am-...570.50 3 mo.
$96.00
6 mo.
$90me.$145.00
1 yr.--412000
yr.
Rest of KY/7'N
I Purvear & Bs.ham.

WARD ELKINS

(2/0) 753-1713

HO Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions.
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Protection
also. LG. Toshiba.
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

LONG solid pecan dinng table with 6 chairs,
two with arms, lighted
china cabinet. Good
shape, 94-E $495.00.
Call cell 1270)5564808

STRAW for sale. $250
bale. 227-7352,
753-4582

2BR, fenced-in
acre lot, $10,500
753-6012

I Check

Money

Order

Name
I St Address
City
Zip

I State
Daytime Ph

270
Mot& home For Soh

Mail this coupon with pas mini tcr
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12701 763-1916

1/2
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411 • Monday, November 12. 24107

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

94 East
Huge lot
Proven Income
Property
$76,900
753-5856
293-7127

270-753-8556
TDD I-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
ft4ii
ApartiliCfir,
( ritual Heal mid -Si,
A.,rising Appli,..anap.
Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.
I p.m. to 4 p.m.

,,(3

Fillsrit_
14X60 2814 26A $400
703-4766
3 bedroom 1 bath douDivvied" trailer Central
heal IL am,$325 monthly plus deposit No
pots. 270.436-2096
38R Qoublewide, w&d
hook up. $350/month
• deposit, 497 Post
Oak Drive
753-4228 leave rites681).
38R. $275 753-6012
NICE 2BR No pets
753-9866
SMALL 2BR in country.
References required
759-1837
Iggliwils Far NW
1 & 2 bdr apts No
pets Leave a mes
sage 270-753-1970
OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo
753-4109
113R, appliances furnished. tmi lorm
MSU 227-7298
1B14, venous locations,
S275.$300 Coleman
RE 753-9896
18R,
washer/dryer
hook-Up, carport. No
pets. $335 monthly.
293-6070
2 or 3BR duplex,
CM/A. I or 28R apt.
753-1252 day, 7530606 night. 76f-3694
2814 IBA duplex
Appliances, Peggy Ann
Dr 270-753-0259
119 East Y DOW 2131)
IBA. washer, dryer
stove, & refngeratot
furnished Smoke-free
Water. yard work
included $415 monthly 270-227-5722
MITNIYA-Tgarage, sat
appliances $650
436-5685
28R duplex nice.
C/IVA, appliances furnished. Venous locations. Coleman RE
15328R, 28A. duplex
unlum, newly redoc
no pets. near unit./ cent
H/A.'Mc, gas, ref. sty
W/D, DAV, Mall tTeli
high speed Internet
as basic cable,
shod, carport. pod
deck. I 200 sq.-ft
ref/Wise req. $650
dep/mo
435-4001,
1010 13 Southwood Of
_
2BR, w/d hookup, no
pets, $355 monthly
Call 293.6070
SOUTHWOOD eeedomlnlums All appliances included.
767-9946
ion ii,t1wocrd.
bath
apartment
$395lmo No pet,
reference!,
Lease.
dePded required
227-3331
DUPLEX apartment
Like now, located in
Northwood Carport
?BR all appliances
with gas heal and con
trai air $495 per
month Phone
753-3018
DUPLEX,Y-W1 1/2
balti.as appliances.
$625/ano. 4365685
NICE 21311-- duplex
Carport No pets
227-3054 or 753-7457
DUPLEX 1300A
Valleywood Dr
Se00irno 759-9920 or
293-1446
EXTRA large, Pk!,
nice 28R 2'
CAVA,
,
1405-8 V.,
$595 753-3018
LARGE, wiry nom I
bedroom wan 10aPPIr
anon fficludIng wesh
in & dryot $345/no
or
1270)759-5885
1270)293.7008!
NON-SMOKING I BR
utaumeact so wafer
paid, svoMblii now, no
pits 7sa-sgeo
NOW LEASING
t 2 3briciroom *vs
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Allor Cal Apls
902 Northwood Or
Monday.
Wednesday Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Wu/WV
Opportunity
100 11.800643.e056

VERY nice large 2
bedroom. All
ances. Immediately
available. $400.
489-2741
tiara For 1:lent

o
Eorretalspace
available. PIM IOW
tion. 753-2906.
293-1480
VERY nice commercial
budding for lease in
Hazel. KY. Over 8 800
S.F. Great for retail
offices, restaurant, or
any kind of business
Has periwig lot. central
ilia, and security system $1.800imo
270-293-9349

2, 3 & 4BR houses
Lease &
deposi
required 753-4109
28R 1 bath $395/mo•
deposit 978-0742
213R. 1 -Bath and 3814
2-Bath in Hazel, C/H/A.
appliances furnished
no pets, references &
deposit
required
(731)498-8312 after
5 00pm
3814 28A.
$450
month No pets. 701
Broad St
270-293-4602
3BR, IBA. Brick. 306
S 15th. No pats.
$475/mo. 759-4826
501 South 6th. 3 bedroom 1 bath; w/d
hookups; Irving/dining
rooms. bonus room
screened porch, hardwood Floors. No pets
270-761-1317
UPSCALE residence
3/2 ranch on Melrose
DC City utilities and
schools Alt electric 2
car garage Large
fenced yard, New central HVAC system
Annual lease $900
Monthly Ray
270-767-0615

DOG Obedience.
436-28W
'
SiiTH-TZU
puppies
dew claws removed,
wormed, current shots.
AKC & CKC $1505350 270-251-0310

1994 Sooner 4 horse
slant all aluminum
horse trailer New tires,
great condition Call
7r,1 2905 or 293-8595

J&I. RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
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Loi.ited it "211S -lth St

270-436-54%
270-293-6906
PREMIER
MINIS1014 AGE
onside cirmote ,ontestorage
•Secunty alarmed
•Safe A clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
'53-9600

Fame For We
475 acres. 35 acres
pnme row crop land
Located 94E Call 270753-1323 ext 120

Check us out
on the Web!

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
*All Size Units

Available
'Now Have
Climate Contra!

753-3853

AVAILABILITY
KEY MINI WAREHOUSES
1850 State Route 121 South
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
Call For Sizes & Prices.
Security Gate

2131:1 House in Murray.
located 206 Walnut.
(731)584-8050
3833 28A house and 25
acres with 304‘51Y
metal building. 270978-0505 or 436-2051
3814. 2 bath on 41061.
new gas C/H/A, partially remodeled. on.
street from lake front
in Lakeway Shores
Subdivision $39,900
Owner financing available.(270)293-4602
EXECUTIVE home in
Murray, unique design
with all amenities, 1
acre wooded loi,
replacement cost
5500,000 +, sale price
$316,000 by owner
(270)753-9686
FOR Sale/Lease. 3814
2BA lakefront property
w/ dock. 2-1/2 car
garage ty/ apt
270-759-9046
270-978-3953

(2) 7. acre land tracts
Will combine, spring
fed creek. county
roads for access, good
timber hunting, TVA
land
51.900/acre.
Justin Tnpp 293-9569
5 to 295 acres West
Calloway
Possibe
owner financing 4892116. leave message

C411(2701 7534355 or(2701 759-9854

270-761-1111

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 L Mao.
12701 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4181
yam .pm M

LAKE Bargain! 1.
acre lake access with
tree boat slips
$29.900 Great terms
Call 800-704-3154

2 Slur.% 011icc Building

%11. MI Hot .1
Any Local'
Nay Condit'
topr4 op
wea
ert S soh erso'

MURRAY Store ana
Lock presently has
units availarde
753-29C' ;

Lab For Sae

located at 901 ti canton.
3.80)sq. It.. nev.Ix reinislelen. lento! Hit 'iii,
'`, 22.(61111-Q-i.11019),r Atoiloble J.111 I. .2111 I'
;utter 1111,111‘ my as aildhle

; -(91(1

ESS
lio(
SELF-STOR ‘(;11.1
A Kilo {lake to Stoic
tts 12IN, wain, man
National Guard Armre),
2711-7
-59
•st Xx

PRIME lakefront, lake
view and access
acreages at bargain
prices
kylakesale.com or
call 800-7043154

FOR SALE OR LEASE

Looking Lii.
r.-locate in or dose
to city limits of
Murray. Serious
buyer pants nice
building site.
2-50 acres
931-206-6767

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50

1.98 ACRE WATERFRONT with dock
built' KY Lake
$49.900 Only one;
Cat owner
615-515-5550

ATTENTION INVESTORS!!

LAND WANTED

tit. I Orli,

'MAO MO

Uise Property
For Sam

I Stl's I buland priNc • N111110. K't' 4207 I

tit CI I

Murray Ledger &

construction
NEW
116
FSBO,
Thoroughbred Drive,
Murray Estates 4814
2 5BA, breakfast room,
family room Priced to
sell. $259.000 Will
consider reasonable
offer 753-3966, 2939747. 752-0624

ri

lesreydss MY's

2006 Kawasaki Vulcan
1500 Classic Black.
less than 5,000 miles,
one owner, $8,450
2004 PW 50 Yamaha
Like new, one owner.
$700 753-7861

USED TIRES
1 15, 16 inch
Starting at 520
Call 753-5606

Vaikas
SUZUKI Grand Vtara
2001,
V-6
4x4.
78,000-s miles, sharp
$6,000 753-0955

[EL'.
L&M
LAWN 51141/1(
Mowing, WilltIlurreg.
land•c aping &
teat Vacuuming
Samiacturn guaranteed
763-11116 W-0611
ALL Cdrontltry
Additions, Framing,
Water &
Termite
Damage Larry NIMMO
227-0587

Hill Electric

1989 Bronco 4x4, good
condition
1.270-376-5649

Same 1986
24 moue maws
km.,('urn.. & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All yobs - big or small

04 Nissan Sentra
1 8S
62K miles.
extended warranty to
100K, power, good
condition $7,400 Call
753-2113

436-2667 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured
43-6-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters.
look & tree work

753-95.2

2000 Volvo S80 2.91.
Excellent Condition,
garage kept with regular
maintenance
Loaded has all available factory options
$8995 270-873-4199

2000 Ford F250 Supe
Duty ext. cab V8, gas
&10,000
1996
Chevrolet Silverado
ext cab V8, $5.000
1995 Camaro V6.
E4.000 Call 678-640E3013

r

Campers

1982 Prowler 24ft,
camper trailer Can be
seen at 1303 Story
Ave 753-6538
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

k iy,111111

\I it t•
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JOE'S JOBS

I It ill
759-0501
753-1537

TR

u:r
•

ii), Ill 551.
270-753-2279

-.
,1-4,144 • 22.--56-4.4

NEED HELP?
Handyman Services.
All remodeling
No job too small.
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
Carpenter
Start
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel, Immediately
R.L Woods 753-9440
white rock
436-2113
TOTAL Nall Care
Dozer work & Track
•Spa Pedicureshoe
includes
massage
chair
CATHY'S
-Spa Manicures
Wallpapenng.
'Acrylics- pink & white
Painting, Cleaning
Professionally done by
270- 227-6606 731Amy Curd Salon locat498-8904
ed at Tangles in
NADEAU S
Mason's Commons off
Construction
121 Bypass N. Gift cer-Flooring 'Decks
tificates & package
-Vinyl siding 'All
special. For more inforHome Improvements
mation call 759-2369
(270)9762111
Licensed/Insured
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
DNJ HANDYMAN
731-336-5288
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time for
WINIX)W
Painting, siding, roots,
CLEANING
decks
by SONLIGHT
293-5438
(270)293-5170
Pressure Washing
FUTRELL'S Tree
Gutter Cleaning
Service
Screen Repair
Trimming, removal,
Frei, Esfirnittes
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
YEARRY S
Tree
489-2839
Service. Free estimates. Phone
H UT'S WASTE
436-2562, 227-0267
MANAGEMF.NT

A to B Moving. Local
and long distance
moves. Call Brian at
270-705-4156
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair pick-up, delivery. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal.
Fully insured.
437-3044.
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry.
additions, decks
Hauling, clean up iunk
Garage, yards
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210
APPLIANCE REPAIR • weekly &
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR • locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-27133
759-5534
293-2784
Chuck Van Buren
DAVID'S
Cleaning
Service. All external
cleaning. Vinyl, fences,
etc. (270(527-7176

nucs

PAINT to Please Mike
Espinosa.
270-970-7193 (c).
270-873-2233(h)

1123P

ree Column

WHITE Bobtail kittens'
house trained. Healthy
Good with kids, dogs
& cats. Choose now
Will hold till Christmas
227-1750

Global Alumni Distinguished Lecture Series
Tuesday at Murray State University
On Tuesday. at 7 p.m. in the
Curtis Center Theatre, Murray
State Crus et say Alumni Affairs
and the College of Business and
Public Affairs will host the second annual Global Alumni
Distinguished Lecture Series.
The event is pan of International
Education Week at MSU.

Kleen Systems Inc. in Texas;
Mike Williams, '96 finance
alumnus and vice president of
product marketing with' memento security in Boston; Melva
Holt, •73 business education.
'83 MBA alumna and world
wide director with Chordiant
Software in New Hampshire.
Dr. Fred Miller. professor of
Participating are three MSU Marketing and telecommunicaalumni panelists whose careers tions systems management and
have taken them to numerous coordinator of global studies
countries all over the world. and the institute for internationPanelists include Mike Fraser, al studies at MSU, will serve as
'82 journalism alumnus and sen- moderator for the evening.
ior vice president of national and Panelists will discuss the value
international sales with Safely- of globalization in the corporate

Horoscope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Tuesday. Nov. 13, 2007:
Ibis extraordinary year, many
events and happenings could
punctuate your life. If you want
to understand what is going on
with someone, walk in his or her
shoes. You will gain a greater
understanding. Communication
--giving, hearing and receiving
-- will play a big role in your
u ear. Some of you might be
looking at a new car Of computer. There's no question that
many of you will feel that your
daily life is a lot better than it
has been in a while. If you are
single. you'll meet people with
ease in 2008. You might be
stunned by how quickly a
friendship is formed. If you are
attached, you will enjoy being
together even more than in the
past. Let your relationship blossom to its full potential. CAPRICORN can be provocative hut
also offer a lot of wisdom.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Hay You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so,
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-Apr11 19)
xi*** You will actually be the
sane one, as everyone else easily Could lose his or her temper
Work through hassles by being
understanding You are coming
from a place of security, whereas
someone else might not be
Tonight Could be late
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
ow you visualize a
situation could easily determine
what happens At first, everything could be a touch confusing
If you gel out of your skin and
look at the complete story, you
will feel better Tonight What
would look adventurous'
GEMINI(May 21-Juno 20)
**** Let someone else make

world and the importance of
international studies.
As students at MSU. Fraser
was a membyr of Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity. Williams a
member of the Sigma Chi fraternity and magna cum laude graduate and Holt was a member of
the Alpha Gamma Delta sororityMelanie McCallon. study
abroad coordinator at MSC.
says, "We're pleased to once
again add the Global Alumni
Distinguished Lecture Series to
International Education Week.
For our students to hear from

MSU alumni who have international experience in the corporate world will help them to
make a clear connection of
where they can go from here that the world is available for
them to explore as well."
All MSU students, faculty,
staff and alumni are encouraged
to attend. Students will have the
opportunity to ask our three professionals questions concerning
corporate travel, internships and
future employment.
For more information, contact Jessica Bybee. MSU
Alumni Affairs. at 809-3738.
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by Jacqueline Bigar
the first move You will relax
more and also get a better vision
of someone else's ideas With
this sense of what works. you
will feel much better Possibilities
that you had not considered
open up Tonight Go along with
another's ideas
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You might want to try a
different approach knowing that
you are getting nowhere Think
positively about what is being
put on your plate Know when
you have had enough Take your
time. there really isn't a rush
Tonight Luxuriate in your populanly
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Listen to what others
have to say about a project
Know also that you don t have to
make it so You are only gathering information You have a lot to
smile about Knowing when to
call a halt to a problem could be
very important Tonight Relax
You need to
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**et Your
wilder side
emerges Know when you need
to say enough Understand
where others are coming from by
listening and imagining their
words and feelings Tonight
With your sensitivity, it could be
fun
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Get past an issue that
has been revolving around you
Think positively and with under
standing Take care of a personal matter first You might be
uncomfortable with what must
happen in order for a bond to
flourish Listen to that voice
Tonight Happy at home
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
You might want to try
something very different Talking
and explaining might work, yet
action does make a difference
Trust yourself with a decision.
and move forward as need be
Listen to your inner voice

Tonight Hang out
need to regroup and think
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. through a problem. Think more
21)
deeply about a personal issue.
*** Curb your spending while Tonight. All is quiet
it still can make a difference
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
Listen to another's tale of hard- **** Move to the head of the
ship How you see this person class. Think in terms of gain
might change considerably
through a meeting. Friends proOthers might go slightly over- vide a meaningful outlet as well
board Can you understand what as a source of multiple suggesis happening? Tonight Easy tions Let your supporters cheer
does it
you on. Tonight Where your
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) friends are.
***** You are in the thick of
a situation Though you might BORN TODAY
want to move through a problem. Author Robert Louis Stevenson
perhaps you are better off (1850),
actress
Whoop'
approaching the situation differ- Goldberg (1955), actor Chris
ently Think positively You will Noth (1954)
get great results that way
***
Tonight As you like
Jacqueline Bigar Is on the
AOUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Internet at Mtp://www.jacqueYou might be surprised lInebigarcom.
by what is happening within your (c) 2007 by King Features
immediate circle Surprised or Syndicate Inc.
not. you could discover that you

Poinsettia Sale 2007!
Now thru Nov. 16th
Sponsored by Calloway Co. Homemakers

6112" pot -'750 OS - 7 Mooing)
81
'
2" pot - $1500 (3 Plants to Pot)
All money must accompany orders unless for
a busIMM1 or a church. Roy MI be invoiced,
rrideri die is to the Extenuen Office of tin _WV Stahler hi %of Ilith
Plant; rim he picked spar Marred an 10resiber 29th at du.
WV I cried Wetriodut Chisrdi Farrell Life(enter Saud, ifh Iii
To place order by phone contact Calloway County
Extension Office 06 753-1452 or Judy Stahler at 753 7387
or C
Calloway County Band Boosters
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